I have had I think a prophetic dream.
Part 6

anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/17/2012 07:35 PM
@OP....Como el Irlandes que soy, yo tambien La Defendere y con mucho orguollo. Por eso, El
Rosario es un hecho muy importante diariamente, y rezo mucho por talles gentes que se burlan

de ella. Hasta pronto, tengo unas deberes que hacer.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 21363812
Canada
11/17/2012 07:38 PM
This strange concoction
where so called Christians hold the bible in one hand and a nbook of war in the other, or maybe a
weapon to kill others with
Oh I forgot Christ said he came to bring the sword
I dont think he or any of his followers ever used it
So the bible in one hand and the telly on while bombs fall on civilian houses and entire families
are killed
oh but I forgot
it has to happen
what if it happnede to YOU
and that pink cloud ooops didnt come along
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

You are the OP of this thread, correct?
IMO, your dream was a beautiful personal experience, I can only hope that as you delve into your
heart will the meaning become clear (or clearer) for you. You were very brave to share it here :)
27 pages of war.... as I read thru this thread, that's what I saw, 27 pages of mental warfare - all
because someone asked for input about a dream - WOW!
The one known as Candace.... you've got your work cut out for you!! I'll admit, some of your
chosen 'language' is confusing to me, even some of the ideas - but I have resonated with much of
what you've tried to convey in terms of universal truths, if I may be allowed such wording.
The Christian Soldiers here.... the ones with the Bible in one hand and a sword dripping with
human blood in the other, standing proudly on dogma, theology and ego..... there is no benefit to
mankind in this posturing. Put down your swords, and pick up your hearts.
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OP, I've read many times in this thread - "OP, don't believe this" or "OP, don't believe that". OP,
may I say, look into your own heart and believe the truth that lies within.
Kismet
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 07:38 PM
...

Between you and me, if the ones that are saved are anything like I have seen on some of the post
of this thread Ill stay behind with the sinners honey
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

before you cast your stones, make sure you are completely without sin.
Quoting: Salt

Oh I am not without sin.
Thats why best I stay behind with the sinners , wouldnt want to spoil your party
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

well, maybe you will get your wish.
follow Uriel's message. and you will.
Quoting: Salt

Believe it or not I never think of my salvation, I think of Gods Will.
I trust in God and His mercy.
I Love.
I try my best. But Gods Will for His Creation is more important to me than me myself and I.
Though I hope He will have mercy on me.
I am not without sin.Absolutely not.
And I am not better than others
Absolutely not.
But it is not my main concern.
I can only do my best to not hurt others and to be love and motivated by love in all I do. I make
mistakes of course, but I try to learn from them.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
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11/17/2012 07:41 PM
@OP....Como el Irlandes que soy, yo tambien La Defendere y con mucho orguollo. Por eso, El
Rosario es un hecho muy importante diariamente, y rezo mucho por talles gentes que se burlan

de ella. Hasta pronto, tengo unas deberes que hacer.
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

Espero que hasta pronto
Y gracias
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 07:41 PM
Eso es tu opinion no es lo que Jesus Cristo dijo en las escrituras. Eso biene del ensenamiento de
la Iglesia catholica no en lo que dice Jesus Cristo. Ella es una person egual como tu i yo. Ella fue
escohida equal como fueron los dicipulos pero nunca dice Jesus Cristo ora a mi madre o ora a
mis dicipulo. El dice ven a mi. Tienes que le'er el nuevo testamento para que dios te rebele.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 15390403
United States
11/17/2012 07:42 PM
What else would you expect angels to tell you?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 21155409

lmao
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 07:43 PM

...
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before you cast your stones, make sure you are completely without sin.
Quoting: Salt

Oh I am not without sin.
Thats why best I stay behind with the sinners , wouldnt want to spoil your party
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

well, maybe you will get your wish.
follow Uriel's message. and you will.
Quoting: Salt

Believe it or not I never think of my salvation, I think of Gods Will.
I trust in God and His mercy.
I Love.
I try my best. But Gods Will for His Creation is more important to me than me myself and I.
Though I hope He will have mercy on me.
I am not without sin.Absolutely not.
And I am not better than others
Absolutely not.
But it is not my main concern.
I can only do my best to not hurt others and to be love and motivated by love in all I do. I make
mistakes of course, but I try to learn from them.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Thread: The Truth about Hell - but the mainstream fundies can't accept it. and maybe you can't
either
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 07:43 PM
Eso es tu opinion no es lo que Jesus Cristo dijo en las escrituras. Eso biene del ensenamiento de
la Iglesia catholica no en lo que dice Jesus Cristo. Ella es una person egual como tu i yo. Ella fue
escohida equal como fueron los dicipulos pero nunca dice Jesus Cristo ora a mi madre o ora a
mis dicipulo. El dice ven a mi. Tienes que le'er el nuevo testamento para que dios te rebele.
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

Totalmente en deacuerdo. Es mas creo que es sumamente ofensivo equipararla a nosotros. Ella
es la Immaculada. Sin pecado.
No es una mujer cualquiera
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ANHEDONIC
Uncensored
User ID: 26795689
United States
11/17/2012 07:49 PM

Lisa, this is the bible quote I asked you to respond to here: Thread: Questions I Wish to Ask of
Christians (Page 3)
This is all about the kundalini that must be risen for the holy spirit to manifest within you.
1 “At that time the kingdom of heaven will be like ten virgins who took their lamps and went out to
meet the bridegroom. 2 Five of the virgins were foolish, and five were wise. 3 When the foolish
ones took their lamps, they did not take extra olive oil with them. 4 But the wise ones took flasks
of olive oil with their lamps. 5 When the bridegroom was delayed a long time, they all became
drowsy and fell asleep. 6 But at midnight there was a shout, ‘Look, the bridegroom is here! Come
out to meet him.’ 7 Then all the virgins woke up and trimmed their lamps. 8 The foolish ones said
to the wise, ‘Give us some of your oil, because our lamps are going out.’ 9 ‘No,’ they replied.
‘There won’t be enough for you and for us. Go instead to those who sell oil and buy some for
yourselves.’ 10 But while they had gone to buy it, the bridegroom arrived, and those who were
ready went inside with him to the wedding banquet. Then the door was shut. 11 Later, the other
virgins came too, saying, ‘Lord, lord! Let us in!’ 12 But he replied, ‘I tell you the truth, I do not know
you!’ 13 Therefore stay alert, because you do not know the day or the hour”
Quoting: God Loves ALL

NO Candace, it is not about kundalini. It is about faith and trust in the Lord.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

You preach false teaching about the kundalini concept/process (among other things). This is a
matter of FACT, not opinion. It's about the activation of your pineal gland which 'GOD' gave you.
Pineal gland = 3rd eye. It's not something you intentionally seek out or pursue with foreknowlede,
but something you experience as you raise your awareness and grow your consciousness. This
teaching is cleverly veiled in your precious bible through metaphors & symbolism but you are too
stubborn and close-minded to admit that you could actually be wrong and too lazy to make an
attempt to understand it. You do a great disservice to those who are not wise enough to discern
the falsehoods in your threads and you try to scare others with your fear-based consciousness
that you promote (Witches, Vampires, Demons, Wickedness, Satanists, etc). When you attempt to
teach about subject matters you have no knowledge of and no experience with, you serve not only
to hurt others but yourself.
Kundalini taught in the bible:
[link to www.youtube.com]
[link to www.youtube.com]
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Take 2 hours, put your ego away, and educate yourself so you can stop preaching ignorance.
Guess what, it's okay to admit it when you're wrong. No one will think less of you for doing so. But
continuing to deny the truth that has been presented to you is only hurting you.
Sorry for being so stern but when people have closed their ears to any perspectives that conflict
with their assumptions, there is no other choice.
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 07:52 PM
Ella es un baso asi como todos que venimos asi a dios. Ella es humana dios no. El mismo antes
de morir le dice mujer mira a tu hijo y hijo mira a tu madre el no le llamo mama. El estaba
diciendole yo no soy tu hijo si no de dios. Y si ell te pudira ablar te dijiera lo mismo. Ella as un
baso especial pero un baso es asi mismo como tu y yo who filled with the holy spirit. She's a
vessel. That is why idolatry is very common in the catholic church.
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/17/2012 07:53 PM

And this obsession with Israel..QUE PASA!
You are CHRISTIANS
the term derives from CHRIST
get your facts right
if you want form another religion
best idea in my opinion
save a lot of hassle and I think embarassment
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

uh, you need to do a little more researchh on the term *christian*
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 07:56 PM
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@ OP ...Que lastima que los increintes "Cristainos" aqui, insisten en burlar de La Santissima
Virgen, y que tampoco saben que Ella es La Reina Comandante de Los Angeles Todos, inclusivo
Los ArcAngeles. Puros ignorantes, y por eso prefeiro decircelo en espanol, por que no queiro
gastar mis energias explicando la verdad a los oreqas cerradas.
Dios te Bendiga hermano/hermana, y hasta mas al rato, osea usted debes dormirse despues de
tantos horas sin descanso. Si, desde ayer, yo lo note..hasta pronto!
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

Si desde ayer pero lo hago porque creo que debo. Soy mujer y estoy registrada aqui pero prefiero
escribir como anonimo sobre este tema cambiando un poco la forma de escribir aunque creo que
se imaginan quien soy como registrada aunque disimulan lol :)
Hablas muy bien Español :):hf:
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 08:00 PM
Try not to wet your keyboard as you froth from the mouth lol
But I have to go and pray the Rosary and my Novena to the Blessed Mother of the Miraculous
Medal
I know, you think its demonic
lol

Jasto
User ID: 27170702
United States
11/17/2012 08:07 PM
Archons control the three major religions. We have the capacity to connect with the divine without
having to go outside of ourselves. The churches are registered with the NYSE, it is a business to
enslave humanity. Connect with your source, find your divine. You and you alone can connect
with the great source of LOVE.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8545334

The best post on this thread!
Jasto
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 08:31 PM
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And I am not tired.
Hardly slept.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 08:34 PM
How can a follower of Christ advocate or endorse war
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 08:38 PM

How can a follower of Christ advocate or endorse war
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

you must be one of those hard-learners.
this has already been explained to you ad nauseum.
Christians hate war, killing, turmoil, strife, etc.
it has nothing to do with advocating or endorsing war.

augh... forget it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27966435
11/17/2012 08:47 PM
Lightkeeper is not George Carlin. Remember- God's ways is not your ways, your ways should be
God's ways and they sure as hell doesn't exist is not. This Creation is beyond your wildest and
craziest dreams. Nothing can limit God so don't even try. His near infinite mercy and infinite love is
the only reason he let's you experience your shit so you can learn the right path of truth, however
long that takes.
Lightkeeper.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27956676

sure as hell, huh?
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ass, hell, george carlin, same same..
'infinite mercy and infinite love is the only reason he let's you experience your shit'..do you think
you are going way with this? you are just showing disrespect and stupidity..you honor god with
this statement?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27934878
Oh please, insults won't work. God is love, I don't fear him. I honor him by living His real truth as
best as possible and not the contrived truths of the churches and bible. Hell doesn't exist, satan is
long gone and Lucifer doesn't exist anymore. Man will learn soon after the dark sun who God
really is. He is Light and Love-not vengeance and murder. He would never condone war as a
means for change. Only ungodly man does that. Uriel is right, war will not be permitted. The truth
will be taught and known forever.
Lightkeeper

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 08:55 PM
What would Christ think if He came back now
Lets be honest
Would he be pleased at how
1.His Mother is mocked or ignored at best
2.His message of Love and Peace is something a bit different, cough, to quite a few of His
followers
3.Thou shalt not kill is considered a suggestion
etc..etc..
What would he say about how we have used the precious talents He has given us
His Words
Have we hid them, buried them, kept them to ourselves or made good use of them
Christians saying war is a necessary evil
Christians saying the death penalty is necessary
Christians saying Life is only Sacred in certain situations
and so on and so forth
we are free to choose
but when we carry His name we hold a responsability to try to overcome our numerous sins and
imperfections and to try to make a difference if only by typing on a computer as best as we can
and trying to make some sense
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 08:57 PM
This isnt the only dreamn I had. I had another about a year ago.
I cant go into detail as it would hurt many feelings here
Because it was straight and to the point
I was told in the dream that Christianity today, many Christians are not real followers of Christ at
all
thats as diplomatic as I can put it
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 09:03 PM

This strange concoction
where so called Christians hold the bible in one hand and a nbook of war in the other, or maybe a
weapon to kill others with
Oh I forgot Christ said he came to bring the sword
I dont think he or any of his followers ever used it
So the bible in one hand and the telly on while bombs fall on civilian houses and entire families
are killed
oh but I forgot
it has to happen
what if it happnede to YOU
and that pink cloud ooops didnt come along
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

You are the OP of this thread, correct?
IMO, your dream was a beautiful personal experience, I can only hope that as you delve into your
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heart will the meaning become clear (or clearer) for you. You were very brave to share it here :)
27 pages of war.... as I read thru this thread, that's what I saw, 27 pages of mental warfare - all
because someone asked for input about a dream - WOW!
The one known as Candace.... you've got your work cut out for you!! I'll admit, some of your
chosen 'language' is confusing to me, even some of the ideas - but I have resonated with much of
what you've tried to convey in terms of universal truths, if I may be allowed such wording.
The Christian Soldiers here.... the ones with the Bible in one hand and a sword dripping
with human blood in the other, standing proudly on dogma, theology and ego..... there is
no benefit to mankind in this posturing. Put down your swords, and pick up your hearts.
OP, I've read many times in this thread - "OP, don't believe this" or "OP, don't believe that". OP,
may I say, look into your own heart and believe the truth that lies within.
Kismet
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 21363812

I used some chosen slang, as to language today to serve a purpose. Sometimes its important to
be completely authentic and my efforts were aimed as causing a tad of shock to certain ones.
Didn't work, so I support I will clean up the mouth a bit. Thank you for your entire post. Very nice.
There is no point in the dogma, they must live in the reality that is this world, that is what I am
trying to waken them too. Its all based on old stuff and its not the same world as then. There are
however lots of soldiers of the Lord who carry no dogma by the millions on this world, waiting to
activate and remember themselves. I work towards that some here, because there are some
lovely real soldiers here, who know how and what it is, and are guided internally and not by
dogma. Christians, read the bolded part of above, this one knows of what he speaks.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 09:03 PM
We have to get it into our heads that Jesus is not a fool we can coerce to accept us just cos.
He came s a lamb, but that wasnt a sign of weakness, that was a sign of incredible strength
To have the power to wipe out all opposing forces and yet to submit willingly like a lamb to be
laughtered takes great strength
we all should remember this when dealing with His message and words
He is mighty
more than the Angels
He is powerful
He is Christ
His message is sacred and not to be altered or adjusted to what we want or think it should be
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we dont like it, thats ok, we leave
we cant be Christians by changing His message to adapt to us
the door is narrow
we either accept
or we go elsewhere
We have no right and no authority to touch His message
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 09:04 PM

This isnt the only dreamn I had. I had another about a year ago.
I cant go into detail as it would hurt many feelings here
Because it was straight and to the point
I was told in the dream that Christianity today, many Christians are not real followers of Christ at
all
thats as diplomatic as I can put it
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

thankyou. This is also truth and some of the "why" behind my behavior here today, it brought out
the obvious did it not?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 09:18 PM
He saw STRAIGHT into the heart of peoplke. There was NO fooling Him then or now
Its the Love it always was
We are to be known by how we love
The shere arrogance of some that pretend to alter and adapt His message to some weird
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concoction that defies definition that only makes it sound Christian thanks to a couple of
Halleluyas thrown in for good measure.
Seriously
So many want His return, have you any idea at all what He will be like?
You think He is going to go after the sinners?
What do YOU think He is going to say about what Has been done to His message by some?
What is He going to say about all the souls that have been lost because of the wrong sheparding
of some?
You think it will be ok?
We all better get our act right and quick
Saying Praise Jesus ! Halleluya! and all the rest of it will NOT SUFFICE!! In my opinion
it didnt then it wont now
He is NOT TO BE FOOLED OR TREATED LIKE A FOOL
We better hope He takes a wee bit longer to come so it gives us some time to tidy this disgraceful
mess up and get our act together with humility..because I think He will NOT be pleased
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 09:24 PM
Oh and His Mother should be revered and honored.
What She went through. To have to see what they did to Him who not only did She know was the
messiah but that was HER SON
For that alone
But its more than told on this thread she is an ordinary woman like you or me the poster said.
Excuse me? Do you think God would pick just another normal average woman to give birth to the
Messiah? or do we have such a high esteem of ourselves to compare ouselves to Her?
She is IMMACULATE
She is the pure vessel that was chosen to give birth to the pure love made flesh
and no we are NOT like her

I wa
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Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 09:29 PM
Beleive me I understand what your saying. My experience from the lord has been spiritual from
the begining when I asked him into my heart. I asked for forgiveness and accepted Jesus Christ
as my savior. The moment I did The power of God hit so powerful I began to weap like a child. I
fell under his presence I had no strength. It was almost like if I was floating. When I was on the
ground I felt what it meant to be born again. The only way to describe it was as if someone was
pouring fresh water within me. And I felt this water filling from my feet to my head. It was one of
the most amazing experiences in my life. In the bible it says out of your buzom will flow rivers of
living water. I can say I experienced what that meant. God Loves All please stop with your
deceptions. That dream was a warning to come call upon Jesus Christ and accepting his gift of
salvation.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 09:31 PM
I am not posting out of ill will or feeling, there is love in what I do
But sometimes it is difficult to remain calm and placid when one has to read some things . I tried
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 09:33 PM
Beleive me I understand what your saying. My experience from the lord has been spiritual from
the begining when I asked him into my heart. I asked for forgiveness and accepted Jesus Christ
as my savior. The moment I did The power of God hit so powerful I began to weap like a child. I
fell under his presence I had no strength. It was almost like if I was floating. When I was on the
ground I felt what it meant to be born again. The only way to describe it was as if someone was
pouring fresh water within me. And I felt this water filling from my feet to my head. It was one of
the most amazing experiences in my life. In the bible it says out of your buzom will flow rivers of
living water. I can say I experienced what that meant. God Loves All please stop with your
deceptions. That dream was a warning to come call upon Jesus Christ and accepting his gift of
salvation.
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

What deception?
And what makes you think I do not Love Christ with all my being?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 09:33 PM
I Love Christ. I dont have to call uypon Him. He is in my heart and soul, He is not outside of me
but is part of me.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 09:37 PM
But I dont Love Him because I want Him to save me
I Love Him for who He is
For the wonderful message and example of Love He gave the world
For Himself
As real Love should be without asking anything in return. Because it is not a merchandise to be
bought and or sold, it is a gift to be given for free.
How many Love Him?
You think He doesnt know whats in our hearts?
That He can be fooled?
Not Him..ever
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 09:37 PM
Op she was only human yes she was special and chosen but not somone to be worshipped and
praying to. Respected absolutely, Blessed beyond all women of course. But not prayed to or
having graven images of her. That is what God calls idolatry. That love that you have for her give
to the lord Jesus Christ , To the Father , To the Holy Spirit.

Matthew 10:34-39

Not Peace, but a Sword
34 ‘Do not think that I have come to bring peace to the earth; I have not come to bring peace, but
a sword.
35 For I have come to set a man against his father,
and a daughter against her mother,
and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law;
36 and one’s foes will be members of one’s own household.
37Whoever loves father or mother more than me is not worthy of me; and whoever loves son or
daughter more than me is not worthy of me; 38and whoever does not take up the cross and follow
me is not worthy of me. 39Those who find their life will lose it, and those who lose their life for my
sake will find it.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 09:38 PM
If He said to YOU I will not save you I can not save you..would YOU still Love HIM?
If He had nothing you wanted , would YOU still LOve HIm for who He is?
Would you?
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 09:41 PM
I was talking about GOD LOVES ALL
how he/she brings so much deception regarding flying object and the other stuff that does not go
along with what is written in scripture.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 09:42 PM
Op she was only human yes she was special and chosen but not somone to be worshipped and
praying to. Respected absolutely, Blessed beyond all women of course. But not prayed to or
having graven images of her. That is what God calls idolatry. That love that you have for her give
to the lord Jesus Christ , To the Father , To the Holy Spirit.

Matthew 10:34-39

Not Peace, but a Sword
34 ‘Do not think that I have come to bring peace to the earth; I have not come to bring peace, but
a sword.
35 For I have come to set a man against his father,
and a daughter against her mother,
and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law;
36 and one’s foes will be members of one’s own household.
37Whoever loves father or mother more than me is not worthy of me; and whoever loves son or
daughter more than me is not worthy of me; 38and whoever does not take up the cross and follow
me is not worthy of me. 39Those who find their life will lose it, and those who lose their life for my
sake will find it.
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

This world is built on idolatry
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some
some
some
some
some

worship money
worship power
worship success
worship nations
worship possessions

the list goes on
You have fotos of family members are you worshipping them?
i have a statue of the Blessed Mother and I light a candle and pray because I Love Her and have
faith in Her.What harm is there?
I Love Her because I love Her Son
I Love Her because she gave us Him
She could have said no
she had free will
She said yes
and never failed
never made a mistake
was perfect in everything
You betcha I Love Her as I am sure He does
redelectricmoon
User ID: 17199948
United States
11/17/2012 09:44 PM
There is judgement. But it is not mans prerrogative to impart this.
Only Gods
Uriel warned in the dream, and the raised arm and sword I intepret as striking if necessary. Call it
judgement. The Angels behind were waiting also.
Uriel said war is not the way. It is evil and deliberate deception pretending to bring promised land
but leading to the opposite.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

It has been declared at the Highest levels that THERE WILL BE NO MORE BLOOD SACRIFICE!!
Swift and sure "undoing" for anyone who tries it. It's a suicide mission - which may be what they
are striving for rather than reconciliation.
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anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/17/2012 09:48 PM
@ OP....Estoy de regresso..
thanks again for your message. It touched many here in varying ways, albeit some are dissenters,
and will accuse one of hearing from demons, yet the same will tell us that they are Spirit-filled and
hear from him...interesting??
What part of Spain are you, good lady, and may I commend you on your excellent command of
the english language. You have a better command than a great majority of Americans, I am sad to
admit?
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 09:49 PM
Op I don't doubt that the dream was from an angel of God. And to me you seem like someone
who has a sensitive heart please do me a favor hear this song.

[link to www.youtube.com]
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 09:50 PM

Op she was only human yes she was special and chosen but not somone to be worshipped and
praying to. Respected absolutely, Blessed beyond all women of course. But not prayed to or
having graven images of her. That is what God calls idolatry. That love that you have for her give
to the lord Jesus Christ , To the Father , To the Holy Spirit.

Matthew 10:34-39
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Not Peace, but a Sword
34 ‘Do not think that I have come to bring peace to the earth; I have not come to bring peace, but
a sword.
35 For I have come to set a man against his father,
and a daughter against her mother,
and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law;
36 and one’s foes will be members of one’s own household.
37Whoever loves father or mother more than me is not worthy of me; and whoever loves son or
daughter more than me is not worthy of me; 38and whoever does not take up the cross and follow
me is not worthy of me. 39Those who find their life will lose it, and those who lose their life for my
sake will find it.
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

If you mean Mother Mary, one can talk and love whoever they choose. She was a remarkable
woman and still is. You ones don't know who she was before her incarnation and who she is
NOW. She is Mary Queen of this solar system. Wife of of Sanat Kumara who I guess you could
call King of this solar system, being that he is the solar logos.
You quote of not peace but a sword, refers to the setting up of 4d, the dimension where people
stand and squabble and out of that peace is born as ones come into truth. prior to 4d, they follow
any old shit of their cultures. during 4d they begin to reason and argue. We are in that, and it
shows in this thread, which is actually great.
MHz
User ID: 25505891
Canada
11/17/2012 09:52 PM
I cant go into detail as it would hurt many feelings here
Because it was straight and to the point
I was told in the dream that Christianity today, many Christians are not real followers of Christ at
all
thats as diplomatic as I can put it
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634
Not to put a damper on your experiences but would you be given information and it stops there by
design. The topic you mention is not a new subject to any forum but being able to point out the
specifics only happens at a few places. Pointing out the errors and giving the 'corrected version'
should be followed through on. It isn't going to shatter any lives and the 'false christians' won't get
your point in all likelihood. I'm more comfortable (and sure that my version is supported by
something other than imagination) by throwing around some Scripture (the long passages is not
done to intimidate it is just that God is pretty specific in what is being said and that is because all
the various parts have to fit together a certain way or the conclusions are in error.
On the topic of even getting messages from a Biblical Angel what proof is offered that God has
sent him and I'm quite serious about the Lord's prayer being involved. Daniel connected through
prayer so what he experienced is possible although not for the purpose of adding more 'Scripture'
as the end of Revelation is all there is to 'be published'. The unfolding is the next phase 2 and I
have to assume some will be 'updated' throughout the process, after all 1/3 remain alive and I
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doubt all will 'be converted' on the last day. (Yes there are verses that back that up, I'll save them
for when that is the topic at hand)
Right now it is voices and should the content be relayed even if the 'holder' (you) are a bit
reluctant to do so. The parable about the men who were given things and some increased that
through dealing with others, one kept it hidden and as such there was 'no increase' and when the
conclusion came it was the hoarder who was in the most trouble.
A true Angel would include things that can be found in the Bible, such as 1 big hand enveloping
you as being related to what Saul experienced and would be a manifestation of the verse below.
Heb:10:31:
It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God.
The benefit for you in getting slanders and distractions is that you end up being able to not have
them distract you from the topic and you will find that method is all through society, of a person is
uncomfortable with something. I wouldn't say this applies 100% of the time but the more flak you
get on something might mean the point is quite valid and you should make sure by learning as
much as you can despite what a 'majority' thinks, after-all 2/3 are found to be sinners after having
the Gospel preached (via prayer) by Angels for almost 4 years.
Another point that may or may not apply is that your messages are not a gathering tool in that you
will see results, more than likely someone reading the thread will get a 'flashback' and that is when
dots will start to be connected in the way you suggested, at least that is how it worked for me
more than a few times and at first I tried to refind the original thread to update it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 09:53 PM
@ OP....Estoy de regresso..
thanks again for your message. It touched many here in varying ways, albeit some are dissenters,
and will accuse one of hearing from demons, yet the same will tell us that they are Spirit-filled and
hear from him...interesting??
What part of Spain are you, good lady, and may I commend you on your excellent command of
the english language. You have a better command than a great majority of Americans, I am sad to
admit?
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

From the South
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 09:54 PM
@ OP....Estoy de regresso..
thanks again for your message. It touched many here in varying ways, albeit some are dissenters,
and will accuse one of hearing from demons, yet the same will tell us that they are Spirit-filled and
hear from him...interesting??
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What part of Spain are you, good lady, and may I commend you on your excellent command of
the english language. You have a better command than a great majority of Americans, I am sad to
admit?
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

From the South
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Me alegro verte
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 09:58 PM
Op I don't doubt that the dream was from an angel of God. And to me you seem like someone
who has a sensitive heart please do me a favor hear this song.

[link to www.youtube.com]
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

Thank you
I am not in a negative mood
This is motivated because of Love
for Him
for you
for this planet
For everything
Its just so many are as thick as bricks and as stubborn as mules and want to continue on this path
of self destruction
that upsets me
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 10:04 PM
Op hope you like the video it's beautiful. In this world the majority is deception. In order for us not
to come to Jesus as our saviors. So just becareful you don't beleive a lie.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 10:09 PM
Op hope you like the video it's beautiful. In this world the majority is deception. In order for us not
to come to Jesus as our saviors. So just becareful you don't beleive a lie.
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

Lies arent the problem its the deceit.
The lies coated and presented as Truth. Thats the problem and lead many astray. Usually lies are
easy to spot.
dmfs
User ID: 5523154
United States
11/17/2012 10:14 PM

Uriel said they are here to protect and save and to maintain and bring peace. Because it is not
permitted to do war.
He had fair hair and had a sword in his right hand. You couldnt see the blade just the light. Like in
star wars. It shone like sunlight.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

He was speaking from the clouds. The sky was like open..and he stood there, in the gap or
opening. With the sword raised. His legs were spread apart as if over the world as if his feet were
resting on the planet. With wide spread legs and his raised arm holding the sword.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Thank you OP for starting this thread and sharing your dream!
It was touching and very poignant to the times in which we are living.
The war between Israel and Gaza is wrong and most of the world wants peace. No war or killing
can be justified in God's eyes. Mankind fights over land and kills for it, when the heart of each man
is what God looks at. A man fulfilled with the light of God, would give away his land to others,
because he would KNOW WITHIN HIMSELF WHAT IS TRUE AND WHAT TRULY MATTERS!
Israel is full of deception and lies. Hatred is their mantra and they have succeeded in their role of
PLAYING VICTIM for too long.
God does not want WAR! The Angel Uriel speaks truth! Humanity is spiraling into insanity, and
everyone not connected within to God's truth and knowing are following right along into the abyss
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of darkness and lies.
Christian indoctrination is also behind much of the darkness and lies. Biblical history for the last
2000 years has been altered according to man. God's voice was removed a long time ago, and
because of this much of mankind still remains in darkness. Messengers of God are ridiculed and
mocked, and called false messiahs. Bearers of light and truth to his voice are condemned here on
GLP. His lighted truth is cursed by followers who claim to know him....and yet right now when it
matters most for his true followers to share truth, they are fighting against it!
The Urantia book and Phoenix Journals were given to us for the truth of our times in which we
live. We were always supposed to grow in knowledge and continue to learn and think. God does
not want us to be followers, he wants us to use our god given mind. To BE MINDFUL IS TO
PONDER, CONTEMPLATE AND GO WITHIN. To ask and discern that which does not resonate
within our spirits. Much of this world does not make sense. How can Christians actually believe
they will be saved, when it is up to US ALL to be the ones to help save our world. TO BE OF
HIGHER MIND! To rise above this darkness and judging of each other, and do something to really
change this world for the better.
The people attacking this thread are not contributing to a better world, by mocking and
criticizing...they are continuing the spiral into insanity and darkness right now.
The real movers and shakers of God today are his THINKERS. They are the ones moving forward
in this world with action to help and change our world for the better, and they are not stuck in the
muck with their thinking of past biblical indoctrinations and scripture. People get out of the pews
and start to make a difference.
Thanks again OP for sharing! May God's lighted warriors stand tall in righteousness of spirit
wearing the mantle of Christ in all their words, actions and thoughts.
DMFS
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 10:14 PM
anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/17/2012 10:15 PM
What many claim as 'idolatry' among Catholics is an erroneous claim. It is simply explained thus.
In centuries past, the vast majority of early Christians were illiterate. So there was a very important
measure taken by the early Church when constructing their places of worship, that they e.g.
incorporate into their stained glass windows, as one will find in Churches and Cathedrals
throughout Europe, the depicted story of creation, or the life of Christ, and various aspects of the
Gospels, as a medium of instructing the worshpers.
The same applies the people retaining images of their Saints, so that they could be also
venerated for their great contribution to spreading of the gospel, their teachings, like St.Francis of
Assisi. The images were there to remind the faithful, and also so they would not be forgotten over
hundreds of years. Remember people who could not read had only the vernacular to go by and
the images of Jesus, of His angels and of His saints.
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So, to be correct, Catholios do NOT worship Mary , angels, or saints. We worship ONLY God and
His Holy Trinity, period.
We venerate the others. So that is a complete and utter falsehood propagated by the likes of
dissenting Martin Luther, or Henry XIII, whose religion was basically founded by his own ego, as
he wished to put himself above God's Law, and willfully live an adulterous life.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 10:24 PM
What many claim as 'idolatry' among Catholics is an erroneous claim. It is simply explained thus.
In centuries past, the vast majority of early Christians were illiterate. So there was a very important
measure taken by the early Church when constructing their places of worship, that they e.g.
incorporate into their stained glass windows, as one will find in Churches and Cathedrals
throughout Europe, the depicted story of creation, or the life of Christ, and various aspects of the
Gospels, as a medium of instructing the worshpers.
The same applies the people retaining images of their Saints, so that they could be also
venerated for their great contribution to spreading of the gospel, their teachings, like St.Francis of
Assisi. The images were there to remind the faithful, and also so they would not be forgotten over
hundreds of years. Remember people who could not read had only the vernacular to go by and
the images of Jesus, of His angels and of His saints.
So, to be correct, Catholios do NOT worship Mary , angels, or saints. We worship ONLY God and
His Holy Trinity, period.
We venerate the others. So that is a complete and utter falsehood propagated by the likes of
dissenting Martin Luther, or Henry XIII, whose religion was basically founded by his own ego, as
he wished to put himself above God's Law, and willfully live an adulterous life.
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

Thats wonderfully explained ac, thank you
But I wonder if the attacks will stop? Will they listen?
Youve seen the threads and posts calling us satanci. Lots of Catholics on Glp and we have to
take this almost on a daily basis and to our face. But it is an occasion to show humility and
meekness as our Lord would want. And to forgive. To not return hurt with hurt.
St. Francis my favorite. What a Saint! How can anyone not appreciate the wonderful spiritual gifts
given by so many Catholics many of them now Saints that has enriched the lives of so many and
helped so many?
It is so sad
But it is vital we return Love when hate is shown . or dislike. We have to be true to Him always
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
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11/17/2012 10:26 PM
What has been done to His message? thats the hurtful part.
Gosh can you imagine what He thinks? I think about that a lot.
anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/17/2012 10:27 PM
@ OP...Gracias, igualmente. I lived some years ago in Galicia, and still have many friends there.
The Spanish people are my favored of most Europeans. They are a very warm and inviting
people, as I would say the Irish are.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 10:33 PM
@ OP...Gracias, igualmente. I lived some years ago in Galicia, and still have many friends there.
The Spanish people are my favored of most Europeans. They are a very warm and inviting
people, as I would say the Irish are.
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

Well they are cousins the people from Galicia and Ireland.
Yes I have met some Irish people and can only say good words about them, very nice people.
I love the Irish music :) Could dance it forever :)
MHz
User ID: 25505891
Canada
11/17/2012 10:36 PM
If you mean Mother Mary, one can talk and love whoever they choose. She was a remarkable
woman and still is. You ones don't know who she was before her incarnation and who she is
NOW. She is Mary Queen of this solar system. Wife of of Sanat Kumara who I guess you could
call King of this solar system, being that he is the solar logos.
Quoting: God Loves ALL
Re:11 would make her daughter Mary, Eve is the first woman in that chapter and she is identified
because of the pain/birth connection to what God imposed on her in Ge:3, her seed that came in
the form of Jesus's mom was a daughter of Aaron based on her cousin Elizabeth was one. Her
family tree through her father(s) is the one in Luke so the Bible is not silent about who she was
and what her role was in the events that related to the bruise to the heel that was also determined
in the Garden. Making her the seed, or at least the mother of the seed that would be bruised. The
verses below define her,... right? That chapter is a reference to 3 times that Satan and mankind
will interact, the sin and then the two bruises that repair the effects of the sin. One fully completed
and the other is basically untouched as far as any progress alone the list of events.
Re:12:4:
And his tail drew the third part of the stars of heaven,
and did cast them to the earth:
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and the dragon stood before the woman which was ready to be delivered,
for to devour her child as soon as it was born.
Re:12:5:
And she brought forth a man child,
who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron:
and her child was caught up unto God,
and to his throne.
Re:12:6:
And the woman fled into the wilderness,
where she hath a place prepared of God,
that they should feed her there a thousand two hundred and threescore days.
anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/17/2012 10:37 PM
@ semper fi....thank you for the video. I've been trying to get a back-sliding friend of mine to watch
The Passion of the Christ after he bought the dvd 5 years ago. He still has'nt watched it, and
wants to continue in his sin. Only last week I advised him that time is very short, and not to wait till
tomorrow,as none has that guarantee. As the latin goes, semper fi, nunc coepi, right now.
Blessings to you Sir, and thank you for your service.
MHz
User ID: 25505891
Canada
11/17/2012 10:40 PM
So, to be correct, Catholios do NOT worship Mary , angels, or saints. We worship ONLY God and
His Holy Trinity, period.
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

Psalms:86:10:
For thou art great,
and doest wondrous things:
thou art God alone.
Joh:20:17:
Jesus saith unto her,
Touch me not;
for I am not yet ascended to my Father:
but go to my brethren,
and say unto them,
I ascend unto my Father,
and your Father;
and to my God,
and your God.
Re:22:16:
I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the churches.
I am the root and the offspring of David,
and the bright and morning star.
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Not a big deal as God sees even a picture on a wall as being 'unneeded extras, because His
whole info is in one book. Certain things about the Pope break rule #1, all Churches break rule 2
because they have wealth that is in the black and growing and still interest is made higher.
Re:2:4:
Nevertheless I have somewhat against thee,
because thou hast left thy first love.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 10:42 PM
So, to be correct, Catholios do NOT worship Mary , angels, or saints. We worship ONLY God and
His Holy Trinity, period.
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

Psalms:86:10:
For thou art great,
and doest wondrous things:
thou art God alone.
Quoting: MHz

Told you ac lol..here we go..:)
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 10:45 PM

I Love Christ. I dont have to call uypon Him. He is in my heart and soul, He is not outside of me
but is part of me.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

la verdad.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
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11/17/2012 10:47 PM
An interesting thing though makes me ponder
How come they critisize us but we dont seem to really critisize them ( I dont like using the us and
them as we are all one but to distinguish in this case) which is good not critisizing. To each his
own choice.
Why do you always critisize us Catholics? If we have it wrong whats the problem? Be glad we are
going to hell according to you and you dont have to spend eternity with us lol.
I dont get it.
Seriously let us be.
If we worship in a way you dont like we are not imposing ourselves on you so whats the problem?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 10:50 PM
I went to a Catholic school run by nuns. Because it was a good school lots of Protestants wanted
in. There was no problem. When any religious festivity came they went to their church and we
went to ours. The nuns organized fo them to be taken to their church service and escorted back.
I was never taught we are right they are wrong
But its what I see here all the time. We are the legions of hell according to too many. Que pasa?
Chill..:)
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 10:53 PM
Op thank you for sharing your dream to me it was a wasrning.
I want to share with you my experience on how I came to christ.
ps I am not catholic nor do I have any religious view on the things of God.
When I was born my mother and father brought me before the alter in a christian church to give
me as an offering to God. They are christians and thats what thier taught.
In the spiritual when you give someone to God believe me he will protect in ways you could not
imagine.
through out my life my mother would force me to go to church I hated it. When I was 14 I stopped
going to church I said I do not want this religious crap. And I didn't go again until I had my
experience.
I was 20 when this happened, I had no knowledge of the spiritual or supernatural. Just what was
told to me as a child and stories of the bible that my mother would read me. I was dating this girl,
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and she was going through a difficult time. Depressed, and sad, I was outside her where she
lived. I don't know how the topic came into play but I asked her if she wanted Jesus Christ in her
Heart to help her with what she going through and she said YES. That's when everything
changed. She starts screaming so loud and saying NO, NO, No I don't want Jesus in my heart. If
you ever seen a person who possessed that's what was hapenning but at the time I did not about
that.
All of a sudden The Power of God comes upon me so Powerful it was like voltage of electricity
came upon my body. It was so intense that my body was trembling because of this power. No fear
what soever it was this supernatural protection over me. This was the first time I experienced
God's presence. When this happened and she looked at me she threw herself on her knees and
covered her face screaming. I was so confused bc I had no idea what was happening. I tried
touch her shoulder when I did she starts screaming that I was burning her. I was confused and
had no idea what was happening I left bc at that moment I got kinda iffy.
When I get home I tell my mother my experience. And she says son what you just experienced
was the Holy Spirit protecting you. She tells Go to church maybe God has a message for you.
Mind you I had not gone to church since I was 14.
I decided to go to church for the first time by my will. When I get there They are singing praises
and worship to God. I was in th back lol. Anyways the drummer stops playing his drums and gets
on the Mic. And says the Lord has a message for someone and starts going into detail regarding
the events that had just happened. My mother did not even know the person to say it was her. It
struck me so hard I was like a child crying. Then the pastor comes up and says whoever wants to
accept Jesus Christ as your savior please come up. I was in the back and put my head down and
I thaught I have no need to go up there I believe.
So I bowed my head and thats when something amazing happened I heard from my right side Do
Not Be Afraid Go Up I lifted my head so fast and turned to my right nobody was there. I was
freaked out. So hesitating I go up and he tells me to pray this. Father I come in the name of Jesus
Christ please forgive of my sins. Jesus I accept you as my savior please com into my. The
moment I said that That experience that I had before The Power Of God comes upon me again.
Thats when I fall to floor when I felt so light. When I was on the floor was when I experienced
being born of his spirit he was no longer surrounding but filling me from within that is my
testimony. Ever since then it's been a relationship with the lord. I have laughed with him, I have
cried with him, I have joked around and he has laughed with me, I have been mad at him, I have
experienced him. A relationship with him not religion. Ever since then He has revealed so much to
regarding the spiritual realm. He is my Dad bc the relationship and the closeness that I have to
him I can call him Dad. This is my testimony of how he brought me to him. And may it be
something that brings others to him as well
God Bless
anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/17/2012 11:00 PM
@ OP...we do our best to defend our faith amid the hurtful and apalling insults....so we remain for
the most part silent and take the blows. Its an excercise in humility, as The Cristos Himself had to
bear in silence, when the same people who welcomed Him on Palm Sunday, would only spit on
him days later and crucify him. I should rather call it, the imitation of Christ, and what he would
have us do, and bind our sufferings and crosses in life to His Cross....Thats when the real power
of Christ manifests mystically and defeats the enemy completely. The powers and principalities
are defeated.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9258462
United States
11/17/2012 11:00 PM
They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

What type of humans say this?
Delusional psychopath eugenicist totalitarians.
Just sayin.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 11:01 PM
Op thank you for sharing your dream to me it was a wasrning.
I want to share with you my experience on how I came to christ.
ps I am not catholic nor do I have any religious view on the things of God.
When I was born my mother and father brought me before the alter in a christian church to give
me as an offering to God. They are christians and thats what thier taught.
In the spiritual when you give someone to God believe me he will protect in ways you could not
imagine.
through out my life my mother would force me to go to church I hated it. When I was 14 I stopped
going to church I said I do not want this religious crap. And I didn't go again until I had my
experience.
I was 20 when this happened, I had no knowledge of the spiritual or supernatural. Just what was
told to me as a child and stories of the bible that my mother would read me. I was dating this girl,
and she was going through a difficult time. Depressed, and sad, I was outside her where she
lived. I don't know how the topic came into play but I asked her if she wanted Jesus Christ in her
Heart to help her with what she going through and she said YES. That's when everything
changed. She starts screaming so loud and saying NO, NO, No I don't want Jesus in my heart. If
you ever seen a person who possessed that's what was hapenning but at the time I did not about
that.
All of a sudden The Power of God comes upon me so Powerful it was like voltage of electricity
came upon my body. It was so intense that my body was trembling because of this power. No fear
what soever it was this supernatural protection over me. This was the first time I experienced
God's presence. When this happened and she looked at me she threw herself on her knees and
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covered her face screaming. I was so confused bc I had no idea what was happening. I tried
touch her shoulder when I did she starts screaming that I was burning her. I was confused and
had no idea what was happening I left bc at that moment I got kinda iffy.
When I get home I tell my mother my experience. And she says son what you just experienced
was the Holy Spirit protecting you. She tells Go to church maybe God has a message for you.
Mind you I had not gone to church since I was 14.
I decided to go to church for the first time by my will. When I get there They are singing praises
and worship to God. I was in th back lol. Anyways the drummer stops playing his drums and gets
on the Mic. And says the Lord has a message for someone and starts going into detail regarding
the events that had just happened. My mother did not even know the person to say it was her. It
struck me so hard I was like a child crying. Then the pastor comes up and says whoever wants to
accept Jesus Christ as your savior please come up. I was in the back and put my head down and
I thaught I have no need to go up there I believe.
So I bowed my head and thats when something amazing happened I heard from my right side Do
Not Be Afraid Go Up I lifted my head so fast and turned to my right nobody was there. I was
freaked out. So hesitating I go up and he tells me to pray this. Father I come in the name of Jesus
Christ please forgive of my sins. Jesus I accept you as my savior please com into my. The
moment I said that That experience that I had before The Power Of God comes upon me again.
Thats when I fall to floor when I felt so light. When I was on the floor was when I experienced
being born of his spirit he was no longer surrounding but filling me from within that is my
testimony. Ever since then it's been a relationship with the lord. I have laughed with him, I have
cried with him, I have joked around and he has laughed with me, I have been mad at him, I have
experienced him. A relationship with him not religion. Ever since then He has revealed so much to
regarding the spiritual realm. He is my Dad bc the relationship and the closeness that I have to
him I can call him Dad. This is my testimony of how he brought me to him. And may it be
something that brings others to him as well
God Bless
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

Thats very beautiful
To feel His Love is overwhelming. Its touching paradise with our fingers
If we could only learn to love like that
That is a wonderful experience.
And He loves everyone like that not just Christians. Everyone. Wethere He is loved in return is
another matter and besides the point. His Love is unconditional
He doesnt love us because we are worthy , He just loves us. As one should love.
He reprimanded the ones that spoke falsely regarding matters of Faith as He would now because
that is Sacred. But He was Love made flesh .
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
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They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 11:05 PM
@ OP...we do our best to defend our faith amid the hurtful and apalling insults....so we remain for
the most part silent and take the blows. Its an excercise in humility, as The Cristos Himself had to
bear in silence, when the same people who welcomed Him on Palm Sunday, would only spit on
him days later and crucify him. I should rather call it, the imitation of Christ, and what he would
have us do, and bind our sufferings and crosses in life to His Cross....Thats when the real power
of Christ manifests mystically and defeats the enemy completely. The powers and principalities
are defeated.
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

That is beautifully said ac. So true.
We should be honored at the attacks surely it must mean we are getting something right despite
opinions to the contrary and to return love, genuine love, as Christ would.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 11:06 PM
They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

Hurray someone agrees

..lol I love the enthusiasm

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 11:08 PM
To be love.Those that arent just cant comprehend.They dont understand what it feels like to be
love I dont think. To really feel one with Christ. The sense of being whole
Its not just feeling love its being love.
Those that hate and understand destruction what inner peace can there be
What can ever fill that void or quench that thirst
Rene111
User ID: 27945363
United States
11/17/2012 11:09 PM
...

The danger lies in a "false peace." There will be no peace on this earth in this age.......even when
Messiah reigns, there will ultimately be chaos and war. Only when the new earth and new
heavens come into being, will there be peace.
Quoting: Shamar

BS shamar. BS BS BS BS. There will be intervention to prevent man from destroying himself and
all life on this planet, which is the goal of the Khazar Thugs.
Quoting: God Loves ALL
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I agree with the *khazar thugs* comment.....
what I disagree with you is your interpretation, or perception of your truth. You have diss'd the
Word of the Most High.....and instead choose to pick your truths out of your nose.
without His Word as a plumb line, we are lost as ships at sea. You haven't studied the written
word enough, its clear to see by your comments....
We all have visions, dreams and spiritual experiences. But if they don't confirm the written Word,
we can know they are not from AHYH. Without His word, they are all completely subjective and
without His purpose.
Quoting: Shamar

Beloved I am here in SERVICE TO THE MOST HIGH. The FAther Himself and Michael of
Nebadon, my creator of my soul long ago. I run in partnership with Jesus the 2nd Coming
Organization of Abundanthope. I have experience YOU can only dream of. We come to show the
way. What are YOUR PLANS for ETERNITY? I have LIVING MINE.
I have picked no truths out of my nose. I am an old soul and I know who I am and what I DO. I
commune every day with these ones. Sometimes many times a day and I am a grouch today
because I worked on craft most of the night while you slept. And coming here to read TRASH is
not exactly my idea of fun. OP performed the service he was requested to perform, in GREAT
CHARACTER I might add. So STFU because you have no knowing to speak of.
All sort of new material has been given as promised for the end of the age and you ones keep
trashing material you won't even bother to READ. READ the Urantia BOOK. READ the Phoenix
Journals, READ WALTER RUSSELL. READ the great stuff the rest of my team has provided to
you. READ at www.wisdomoftherays.com
Ron of my team does wondrous teaching about the black games form the new that makes the net
and TV . Others provide the finest of other material. We have a global team and you don't give a
fat fuck, so why I even entertain you ones, I have no idea, but I do it out of LOVE and the hopes
that this world will rise up and create the necessary Planetary Being they must become before
they can seed other worlds. We don't want this trash on other worlds that are growing.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I have been reading this entire post, it has taken me some time to do so. And Thank YOU OP for
posting your wonderful experience. Keep up the fight. I am grateful for you posting it and passing
on his message to the world.
I must state that you ALL should listen to Candace as she is truely the real deal. Urantia Book is a
great read and everyone should read it... it contains more truth than the bible does. the bible
contains only a small amount of truth. Most of the bibles wording has been changed and is written
as a tool for controlling everyone. Candace swears because she has been fighting this fight for
along time, just like a mother that is tired of her kids not listening.
Quit quoting the bible as if you did not read the original writings in the original language then you
may not have the right meaning of what you are talking about. Most of it has been altered by
every type of church on earth, although the Catholic Church is the worst for changing it the most.
Please read only his statement on the dream and make your comment and that is enough.
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We all have the light of god inside of us... if you do not believe me try this simple thing. Close your
eyes, now rub them until you see a blinding light, now how can the light be there with your eyes
closed unless it is inside of you? That is your god fragment located just above your eyes in the
middle of your forhead, also refered to as your third eye. This is also gods camera that video
tapes your thoughts and actions thru your entire life, and at the end you get to review everything
you have done or not done. You do not have to go to church to believe in god/Papa source.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7554855
Canada
11/17/2012 11:11 PM
Thanks OP for your great and courageous message.
Unfortunately, the EGO-PATHS, Lisa Lisa, Salt, God loves all, had to come and hijack the thread
with their crap and lack of real Christian humility. Instead they come in with their hacking cough of
naysaying and dissent, spreading their infectious evil throughout the pages.
You people do not hear from God, and are NOT capable of discerning "familiar spirits", because
the Spirit of God is not in any of you. Work out your faith with fear and trmbling, cause as with the
unwise virgins, you'll be pounding at the door of the banquet. Shameful Philistines, the bunch of
you.
This person came with a message, a message of hope. He/she was not bombastic about it, just
gave it out as seen and heard, but like vultures, they had to alight upon it in an obscene and
vulgar manner....and the dufus/ignoramous Salt who pontificated, Uriel was not an Archangel, and
later saying that he and Gabriel were one and the same, what a bunch of crap/lies.
Not to mention the Catholic-Hater, lisa Lisa, who said angels don't appear to people in
dreams....what angel appeared to Joseph when he was about to ditch Mary, when he discovered
she was with child?, and what angel appeared to him yet again in another dream to warn him to
flee to Eygpt?...Gabriel, in case you forgot, hate-filled person that tou are.
I will pray for all you dummies, that the good Lord give you the gift of humility, and the rest should
follow.
Gracias de nuevo OP, por venir aqui para compartinos este mesaje real y importante.
Quoting: anonymous cowards 27222919
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anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/17/2012 11:12 PM
@ semper fi....thank you for your testimony. That was heartfelt.
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 11:13 PM
your welcome for the video, and your friend who has back slided pray for him that's all you can do.
Beleive me when God has you he will not let go. Something will happen in order for those to come
back. Unfortunately since time is almost up. I think that humbling experience will be when the
rapture takes place and they were left behind. But many after the rapture will come to christ full
force, but they will have to endure so much. Pray for your friend that, that doesnt happen. I only
did four years in the Marine Corps but I appreciate your acknowledgement.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 11:20 PM
I better gho , I am not tired but I should be so better get some sleep.
I will say hi to Uriel for yous
Goodnight and Top of the evening to ya

MHz
User ID: 25505891
Canada
11/17/2012 11:25 PM
So, to be correct, Catholios do NOT worship Mary , angels, or saints. We worship ONLY God and
His Holy Trinity, period.
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

Psalms:86:10:
For thou art great,
and doest wondrous things:
thou art God alone.
Quoting: MHz

Told you ac lol..here we go..:)
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634
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Oh is this considered to be an 'attack' on the RCC, if that is what it was I would be asking why the
flock does not treat the Clergy (no need to list their sins at the moment) as being different than the
sinner in this passage meant especially for the Church. When sins go on without corrective
measures then the flock is treated as willing that the sins continue. Now ask yourself if God is
going to look kindly on those 'Christians'. He left the tools to keep 'false Christians' out of the
Church, that isn't working as designed, for any Church not just the RCC, but they were at least in
OT prophecy because they were Roman and the passage in Da:8 is about Rome's 500 year rule
over Jerusalem.
Da:8:12:
And an host was given him against the daily sacrifice by reason of transgression,
and it cast down the truth to the ground;
and it practised,
and prospered.
1Co:5:1:
It is reported commonly that there is fornication among you,
and such fornication as is not so much as named among the Gentiles,
that one should have his father's wife.
Two more sins of the RCC, the beloved Disciple was Mary of Bethany and she is the writer of the
Gospel and of Revelation. They do not promote that truth because it would open the door for
women Priests and worse, marriage and children, like the flock they serve.
An almost bigger sin is they should be running 'the one bank' as an interest free institution and it
might be better to let the men stay as (corrected) Priests and have the (Nuns)run all the banking
where their accounts are at zero at the end of the year and they get a cash fund of $750 T (the
interest already on deposit that came from compound interest on the loans to 'Nations')as the
initial 'deposit' and anybody with a birth certificate gets a deposit that should last his lifetime.
In a quite serious question, should the flock hold back donations until the wrongs are corrected if it
can be 'determined' that the move would see the wanted changes made within a few months
rather than the decades they have been intentionally stalling in 'fixing the wrongs'. That begs the
question is that from their own free will or are they under some hidden threat that makes them too
docile to resist a known wrong. There my complete RCC rant and the Pope issue will be fixed
before it counts against anybody but if you stop to grab a Bible or some beads or a coat at one
specific point in the future it will cost those people their lives.
Final word on the sinner in the chapter, the solution is to not eat with the 'known sinner' yet a ritual
in the RCC Church is to eat from the hand of 'said sinner', guess whose crew that person is on
when judgment comes, mind you it can be repented before the event below is made real.
1Co:5:11:
But now I have written unto you not to keep company,
if any man that is called a brother be a fornicator,
or covetous,
or an idolater,
or a railer,
or a drunkard,
or an extortioner;
with such an one no not to eat.
If that wasn't the correct topic then quit being so cryptic.
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anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/17/2012 11:29 PM
@semper fi....I most emphatically agree with you. Yes, i pray for him and others daily. As to your
service Sir, I salute and honor you as a patriot. Its more than our miscreant President, whom I also
pray for, that God would penetrate his satanically misguided soul...nuff said!!!
@ Rene 111....I disagree with you. The Catholic Douay Rheims version of the Bible is reputed to
be the most accurate translation taken from the vernaclar, Greek and Aramaic. Get your facts
right. Urantia is no more than new age bilge with all due respect inspired by familiar spirits.
Be very careful not to jeopardize your salvation. The enemy is extremely cunning and deceptive,
and contrary to what you may believe, satan does EXIST.
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 11:34 PM
Don't pray for him pray against him. He is one of many that are involved in creating the system of
the beast. Many of these people I doubt are even human. Pray against their plans bc these people
whatever they have no compassion. Trust I know what I speak of. He will be one of many that will
implement the mark.
anoymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/17/2012 11:38 PM
@ Mhz.....I believe your shortwave is in need of calibrating as you have deviated from the truth.
anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/17/2012 11:43 PM
@ OP ....Que descanses bien con los angeles. Lo mereces despues de tantas horas de defender
a tu Dios y su palabra.
Sleep well, dear lady. It has given me the greatest pleasure conversing with you today. I hope we
meet again.
Rene1111
User ID: 27945363
United States
11/17/2012 11:52 PM
also @ Lisa and Salt, quit trying to fight the message from OP. candace is the real deal. Read
Urantia Book and the Abundant Hope website, it may open your eyes to the real truth.
@Salt,And everytime i see Salt, i think of the one that was turned into a pillar of Salt, we all have
many lives and cant help but think that maybe you are one and the same...LOL.
I have to agree that this post seems to be 30 pages of fighting. The church and banksters has
been involved in every conflict, many times providing funds to each side. Ever here of divide and
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conquer. Keep everyone fighting over meaningless things while they control the world and our
economy. We need to stop war and work together for the good of ALL and of mother earth which
is a living being. Which we are killing.
Again thank you OP for the message.
MHz
User ID: 25505891
Canada
11/17/2012 11:57 PM
I think that humbling experience will be when the rapture takes place and they were left behind.
But many after the rapture will come to christ full force, but they will have to endure so much.
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630
Since I fully expect to do just that if it come before i die, since I will be part of 1/3 of the world's
population I am going to use the term 'we'. We will have to 'endure' the verses below
Re:15:1:
And I saw another sign in heaven,
great and marvellous,
seven angels having the seven last plagues;
for in them is filled up the wrath of God.
Re:15:2:
And I saw as it were a sea of glass mingled with fire:
and them that had gotten the victory over the beast,
and over his image,
and over his mark,
and over the number of his name,
stand on the sea of glass,
having the harps of God.
Re:15:3:
And they sing the song of Moses the servant of God,
and the song of the Lamb,
saying,
Great and marvellous are thy works,
Lord God Almighty;
just and true are thy ways,
thou King of saints.
Re:15:4:
Who shall not fear thee,
O Lord,
and glorify thy name?
for thou only art holy:
for all nations shall come and worship before thee;
for thy judgments are made manifest.
The bolded words can only happen for the 4 days the 2 witnesses lay dead in the streets of
Jerusalem and that is when the Image is revealed to be the throne that is supposed to be an
earthy representation of what is shown in Re:4, I doubt anybody from the 1/3 is going to be told to
book it to Jerusalem to worship God, that alone removes much of the 'perceived threat' of what
the mark is. More proof is in what the angel before says, Babylon can only fall as part of the vials
and while they are poured out starting at Jerusalem they are started only after the 7th trump
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sounds. (rapture no longer helpful as by evening everyone alive for the 1,000 years will be
standing on dry ground.
Re:14:9:
And the third angel followed them,
saying with a loud voice,
If any man worship the beast and his image,
and receive his mark in his forehead,
or in his hand,
Re:14:10:
The same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God,
which is poured out without mixture into the cup of his indignation;
and he shall be tormented with fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels,
and in the presence of the Lamb:
Re:14:11:
And the smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever and ever:
and they have no rest day nor night,
who worship the beast and his image,
and whosoever receiveth the mark of his name.
Nor are you going to be able to sat that the servants in Isaiah 65 not the ones that have been
spared from His sword so they come through the 'tribulation in latter days' quite alive. Heaven
already has all the men it needs, the 24 Elders are the PT Saints that came out of the grave the
same day Jesus did.
If you want to get to Heaven to see God it is going to be when Satan is being sent to the lake so it
is after the 1,000 years on earth with Jesus. He will supply a bare temple of stone and His throne
will be seen in New Jerusalem as a footstool.
You might want to reconsider your rapture doctrine when compared to the one single verse below.
Isa:51:6:
Lift up your eyes to the heavens,
and look upon the earth beneath:
for the heavens shall vanish away like smoke,
and the earth shall wax old like a garment,
and they that dwell therein shall die in like manner:
but my salvation shall be for ever,
and my righteousness shall not be abolished.
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/18/2012 12:00 AM

Then he raised his left arm and said to me
"look"
and he pointed to the sun
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and the sun became black
and he said
"look again"
and I could see the moon
and the moon became red
he said
"tell them"
I dont know what it means
Some sign I think
I know its in the bible it rings a bell. But I dont know what he meant
and after showing me this
he repeated again
tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Keep reposting your dream OP... keep fighting
Let Uriel´s warning enter into everybody´s mind!
Do not worry about all the people here de-railing or hijacking your thread with their stupid egospiritual fight!
Warning was given for those who want to listen!

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
11/18/2012 12:00 AM
They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

Hurray someone agrees

..lol I love the enthusiasm

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/18/2012 12:01 AM
@ semper fi....I agree with you in defeating the enemy. Thats why Christ told us to pray for our
enemies, and do good to those that despise and hate you. Thats how our prayers are turned upon
the powers and principalities that control these people, and thus destroys the power given to them
by the evil one, as when he is defeated, their lies and deceit looses its support, and they, his
human minions become powerless and exposed, by the grace of God, through the supplication
we make through the Savior. God wants to save all sinners no matter how evil they are, and our
prayers for them assist Christ, as we are the body of Christ in defeating our spiritual enemy. Christ
does'nt need our help, but he asks us to work with him, in being one with and through him.
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/18/2012 12:11 AM
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"After this date, it shall become clearer to you as to which relationships you are meant to
carry with you through the shift and which ones you are not.
There is no preparatory work to be done here, as by God’s Divine Hand it is already taken
care of. Allow it to unfold. Simply be. Also, we caution you not to create for yourself new
fears.
So now we instruct you to ask for help. Ask for loving Angelic guidance. We cannot
intervene unless you call on us and grant us permission. We cannot step in otherwise.
Allow yourself to receive, unhindered by guilt or feelings of unworthiness. We have come
to serve.
Embrace this gift God sends you, and let every word and action be an expression of
goodness. And so it is."
The Angelic Realm
Quoting: Orvontonian

Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/18/2012 12:17 AM

also @ Lisa and Salt, quit trying to fight the message from OP. candace is the real deal. Read
Urantia Book and the Abundant Hope website, it may open your eyes to the real truth.
@Salt,And everytime i see Salt, i think of the one that was turned into a pillar of Salt, we all have
many lives and cant help but think that maybe you are one and the same...LOL.
I have to agree that this post seems to be 30 pages of fighting. The church and banksters has
been involved in every conflict, many times providing funds to each side. Ever here of divide and
conquer. Keep everyone fighting over meaningless things while they control the world and our
economy. We need to stop war and work together for the good of ALL and of mother earth which
is a living being. Which we are killing.
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Again thank you OP for the message.
Quoting: Rene1111 27945363

candace, just log in. we know it's you.
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/18/2012 12:18 AM
You are right to pray for your enemies as far as people. However you would not pray for lucifer or
the fallen ones that want to destroy humanity. You would not pray for demons. You are in a
spiritual war. These Satanic blood lines are not your average human being. You pray against the
tactics of the wicked as well as binding these being. Remember in scripture when he says that the
antichrist will remove his mask that's literal. These bloodline have a mask appearing to be regular
human being they are not. This is warfare and they will stop at nothing to harm you. This story is
interesting a woman had a vision regarding the end times men in uniform came to take her to a
concentration camp and she prayed the Holy Spirit told her tell them if they touch you they will die
where they stand. She told and they started laughing and grabbed her They died where they
stood. In one of the books it mentions a couple that lied to Peter being full of the spirit said you
have not lied to me but to God bc of this you will die and they dies where they stood. The point is
that this a warfare and he will protect his children. But these people are not what they appear to
be. They have no compassion no mercy but are full of deception. They are the chaff in midst of
wheat.
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/18/2012 12:19 AM

Anchor in your energies.
Find your balance.
Emit your light.
Embrace who you really are.
By staying in a calm and balanced, excited state, you will be leading others who are having
difficulty finding their own balance points.
There are many who are in deep fear.
They are fearful of the end of the world and they feel that they are powerless in the face of
it all.
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Many will be getting very uncomfortable as they attempt to cling to the old ways and resist
the movement of change.
Be the beacons.
Shine the way for them.
Show them that not only is everything okay, everthing is absolutely, breathtakingly
beautiful!
You get to choose!

Brother in Christ
To God be the glory forever!
User ID: 1184364
United States
11/18/2012 12:28 AM

This world is built on idolatry
some
some
some
some
some

worship money
worship power
worship success
worship nations
worship possessions

the list goes on
[Exactly the reason for many of today's problems. How's the ultra-wealthy and their
worship of war (power & money) improved anything. There is only ONE God who you
should worship. Don't be deceived]
You have fotos of family members are you worshipping them?
[Looking at a family photo and remembering good times is not a form of worship. I really
hope you're able to see the dramatic difference between the two]
i have a statue of the Blessed Mother and I light a candle and pray because I Love Her and have
faith in Her.What harm is there?
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[Statues of ANYTHING should instantly sound warning bells if you've read (and
understood) the Bible. From the OT (with statues of a golden calf, to statues of Babylonian
"gods" to the NT and the idols used. God command us to do away with all images, and
worship Him and ONLY Him]

I Love Her because I love Her Son [Jesus was divine conception and while she carried his fleshly
body to be born as one of us, he is first a foremost God's son]
I Love Her because she gave us Him
[God gave him to us, not Mary]
She could have said no
[So you believe Mary has authority over God?]
she had free will
[not in this she didn't - Her CREATOR chose here, and HIS WILL is final].
If you had a child, say 8 years old and you said to them "You will go to your room", and they said
to you "no I won't I have free will" what would your response be?
and never failed
[She's human, I'm sure she made plenty of mistakes and failed plenty of times, just like you
or I]
never made a mistake
[see statement immediately above]
was perfect in everything
[the only thing perfect in everything is God the Father, and Jesus Christ the Son].
Everything and everyone else is a sinner and come short of the glory of God.]
You betcha I Love Her as I am sure He does
[Love who you wish, but don't worship or deify her in any way]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

My thoughts in bold-red above
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/18/2012 12:34 AM
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Even the lord said in scripture my people fall bc of lack knowledge.
This knowledge is knowing who you are in God. And to know the authority that you have in him. If
the spirit of God is within a person they have an authority so powerful. Where if men come to take
you to these camps. You can say be bound and paralysed to these men and they will fall
paralysed by the spirit of God. People do not know the authority they have in Jesus Christ. That's
why many as it' written in scripture will be like lambs to a slaughter. When they have authority so
powerful in Jesus Christ.
Brother in Christ
To God be the glory forever!
User ID: 1184364
United States
11/18/2012 12:36 AM

Even the lord said in scripture my people fall bc of lack knowledge.
This knowledge is knowing who you are in God. And to know the authority that you have in him. If
the spirit of God is within a person they have an authority so powerful. Where if men come to take
you to these camps. You can say be bound and paralysed to these men and they will fall
paralysed by the spirit of God. People do not know the authority they have in Jesus Christ. That's
why many as it' written in scripture will be like lambs to a slaughter. When they have authority so
powerful in Jesus Christ.
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

One of the verses in Hosea I believe...can't remember the exact verse though
anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/18/2012 12:54 AM
@ Brother in Christ...
Dear brother in Christ, the woman chosen by God to be the vessel of His Son, was the only
human born without original sin, after Adam and eve. She was purest vessel of humanity that God
singularily created, among every single human he ever created to be chaste, pure, and without
sin, becoming the Ark of His new Covenant with humanity. A singular honor. She became the new
Eve of mankind. Why would God choose a mere human being to bear His only begotten Son.
Therefore, the vessel had to be perfect in every way possible. Thats what most angered Lucifer.
'Blessed are you among women, and Blessed is the fruit of your whom, Jesus'.
God sent His Angel Gabriel saying, 'Hail Mary, full of grace, The Lord is with thee'. Her response
was one of great humility, 'Be it done unto me according to thy word'.
'And the WORD was made flesh, and dwelt amongst us'.
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Be Blessed, brother....
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/18/2012 01:05 AM
Original Sin comes directly from procreation. Adam, Eve to the rest of humanity. If you have a
mother and a father you have the original sin of Adam and Eve. The only one who did not have
original was Jesus. He was not born regularly from a womans birth canal. She was a virgin before
and after Jesus Christs birth. She did have original sin.
anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/18/2012 01:14 AM
@ semper fi....I agree with what you are saying. I refer to the actual spiritual warfare and how best
to combat by working through Christ and in Christ and with Christ.

@ Brother in Christ....obviously you did not read my previous posting on the difference between
worshiping and veneration. Unfortunately, your ego as with many other naysayers and dissenting
Christians here today, went cherry-picking and honed in on OP's honest testimony, to begin your
attack and foundless decimation. Hmmmm!!
As you are ever so eager to demonstrate your knowledge of Scripture, in your response to
semper fi, quote, 'I believe its from Joshua',what comes to mind is how the Pharisees attacked
Jesus in the temple, and he referred to them as nest of vipers.
This woman came with a message and spoke honestly and without animosity thoughout the
complete thread. Can you say the same, dear brother in Christ???
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/18/2012 01:18 AM

The forcefield of the dark energies that have ensnared you in the illusion is being steadily
dissolved.
The Light of divine Love is blazing through the darkness.
The Light that envelops Earth is brilliant and powerfully focused, ensuring that awakening
takes place as planned.
The momentous significance of this amazing awakening into awareness by humanity of its
eternal relationship with God will astound you.
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God holds you in an eternal embrace of Love, Acceptance, and Joy which He shares with
all His children, without judgment or exception of any kind, will fill you with untold
happiness.
Deep within yourselves you have never forgotten this. However, within the illusion, you
have built and maintained barriers and defenses against attack, and to awaken you must
dismantle them all — for they block your view of Reality.
Release those judgmental attitudes and the belief that you deserve restitution, and the
notion that those whom you see as far worse sinners than yourselves must be punished as
a condition of your just and honorable recompense.
You have enormous quantities of spiritual assistance right there beside you, awaiting your
request for help. Ask for it!

anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/18/2012 01:45 AM
@ semper fi....Mary was an only child, born to the elderly Joachim and Anne, one of whom was
sterile. So, they promised God that if he gave them a child, they would consecrate the child to the
Lord. The Holy Spirit overcame Anne and Joachim sterlity. The child was to be Mary.Furthermore,
Mary was immaculately conceived.(That is, she was free of any trace of hereditary original sin).
She therefore became the pure vessel of God in which to olace his Son.
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/18/2012 01:53 AM
Sometimes when you don't know something for sure it's best to keep quiet. So that's what I'm
gonna do lol. Only God knows if she had Original Sin or Not. I know that if she was concieved
sexually by her then she did carry Original Sin.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 04:56 AM
Hi here is a conspiracy theory I am not tired barely selpt 9 hours in two days, lol if you knew me
you would agree that si not like me.
Con firms to me this message is supposed to get out there and we are all doing our part on this
thread
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 05:02 AM
His message is Sacred. We need to understand that. there is simply no messing around with it, if
we dare we will have to face Him and we all know what He did to the money changers and that is
nothing compared to changing His message message He died for..
It is what is important of Him
Not His Body. Not His Blood. Never was if it was they would not have been permitted to touch it
he gave of His Blood and Bread to drink to the apostles as a prophecy of what would be to come.
That His body and Blood would be destroyed as when something is eaten. It ceases to exist to
become food for the recipient and then waste..
Because His Body and Blood never was Him
It is the Spirit that gave Life to that Body and Blood that is the food our Spirit receives suring Holy
Communion
The Spirit that in the Blood and Body feeds our Spirit and we become One with Him
And to do this is remembrance of Him

becoming ONE with HIm everytime
and renewed in the Spirit
the Spirit that feeds the Spirit and does not ever become waste..because it is Eternal
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 05:04 AM
And to ignore Her is to not Love Him in my view. As simple as that.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 05:05 AM
Even if you do not get on with your Mother in Law for example you surely must LOVE HER
because She gave Life to He or She that you Love.
Makes sense doesnt it
So many say they are His..and One with Him be they male or female. Then surely you must
acknowledge the vital role She played and to Love Her because through Her we received Him
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 05:08 AM
And what better to get on with your Mother in Law to please your spouse and also through Love of
Her that gave you him or her that you love
If the church is the bride of Christ to please Him we must
1. Love Her that gave Him Life of the Body
2. Respect and Honor Her because we wish to please Him and because She deserves it
If you do not what spouse are you
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27990163
United States
11/18/2012 05:16 AM
Thank you Op for your courage and service. To receive, share, and then maintain your presence
standing firmly in your message is a great thing indeed.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 05:17 AM
@ semper fi....Mary was an only child, born to the elderly Joachim and Anne, one of whom was
sterile. So, they promised God that if he gave them a child, they would consecrate the child to the
Lord. The Holy Spirit overcame Anne and Joachim sterlity. The child was to be Mary.Furthermore,
Mary was immaculately conceived.(That is, she was free of any trace of hereditary original sin).
She therefore became the pure vessel of God in which to olace his Son.
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

Hi I honestly didnt know that, that they were sterile. Wow , I am so ignorant I didnt know that.
Thank you so much
That is beautiful and amazing. What better gift than to receive a child to consecrate it to God. That
is beautiful. What more could one wish for...
The Holy Family what an inspiration to all of us. The concept of marital union elevated to the
maximum, sanctified to the extreme. Surrendered to God in its totality.
Thank you Ireland I didnt know. Brought tears to my eyes, cant believe I didnt know this.
Absolutely Beautiful!
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27989270
Mexico
11/18/2012 05:18 AM
And what better to get on with your Mother in Law to please your spouse and also through Love of
Her that gave you him or her that you love
If the church is the bride of Christ to please Him we must
1. Love Her that gave Him Life of the Body
2. Respect and Honor Her because we wish to please Him and because She deserves it
If you do not what spouse are you
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

you dont need the church to find the christ within you.
honor him is honor your soul, vessel. That is the temple
agree with most of your messages but dont forget church is just misleading people.
May the light and love always shine in your words

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27989270
Mexico
11/18/2012 05:21 AM
The forcefield of the dark energies that have ensnared you in the illusion is being steadily
dissolved.
The Light of divine Love is blazing through the darkness.
The Light that envelops Earth is brilliant and powerfully focused, ensuring that awakening
takes place as planned.
The momentous significance of this amazing awakening into awareness by humanity of its
eternal relationship with God will astound you.
God holds you in an eternal embrace of Love, Acceptance, and Joy which He shares with
all His children, without judgment or exception of any kind, will fill you with untold
happiness.
Deep within yourselves you have never forgotten this. However, within the illusion, you
have built and maintained barriers and defenses against attack, and to awaken you must
dismantle them all — for they block your view of Reality.
Release those judgmental attitudes and the belief that you deserve restitution, and the
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notion that those whom you see as far worse sinners than yourselves must be punished as
a condition of your just and honorable recompense.
You have enormous quantities of spiritual assistance right there beside you, awaiting your
request for help. Ask for it!

Quoting: Orvontonian

Así es hermano/a, tus palabras brillan con razón y verdad
Eres un faro de luz, sé que muchos perdidos en la oscuridad estarán aliviados de ser alumbrados
en el camino por seres como tú.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 05:21 AM
Thank you Op for your courage and service. To receive, share, and then maintain your presence
standing firmly in your message is a great thing indeed.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27990163

Oh I am just stubborn
And I do it for Him he has done so much for us that we could never repay Him
And for Gods Creation.
It must not be placed under threat
For the Living Creatures, people animals, plants..they are no ones pawns to play with and discard
and throw away like broken pieces of a boringly predictable chess game with a old outdated
crumbling chess board
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We all deserve better
Many people are doing their bit to try to make that differerence..between all of us we can help
make the change
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 05:24 AM
And what better to get on with your Mother in Law to please your spouse and also through Love of
Her that gave you him or her that you love
If the church is the bride of Christ to please Him we must
1. Love Her that gave Him Life of the Body
2. Respect and Honor Her because we wish to please Him and because She deserves it
If you do not what spouse are you
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

you dont need the church to find the christ within you.
honor him is honor your soul, vessel. That is the temple
agree with most of your messages but dont forget church is just misleading people.
May the light and love always shine in your words

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27989270

The peace that comes from being in the presence of the Holy Eucharist has to be felt to be
believed.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 05:29 AM
@ Brother in Christ...
Dear brother in Christ, the woman chosen by God to be the vessel of His Son, was the only
human born without original sin, after Adam and eve. She was purest vessel of humanity that God
singularily created, among every single human he ever created to be chaste, pure, and without
sin, becoming the Ark of His new Covenant with humanity. A singular honor. She became the new
Eve of mankind. Why would God choose a mere human being to bear His only begotten Son.
Therefore, the vessel had to be perfect in every way possible. Thats what most angered Lucifer.
'Blessed are you among women, and Blessed is the fruit of your whom, Jesus'.
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God sent His Angel Gabriel saying, 'Hail Mary, full of grace, The Lord is with thee'. Her response
was one of great humility, 'Be it done unto me according to thy word'.
'And the WORD was made flesh, and dwelt amongst us'.
Be Blessed, brother....
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

What can I say..Spoken with Wisdom and Truth.
Why dont they understand, I dont get it
Ecce ancilla domini..fiat mihi secundum verbum tuum
The spiritual beauty of these word
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 05:31 AM
Sometimes when you don't know something for sure it's best to keep quiet. So that's what I'm
gonna do lol. Only God knows if she had Original Sin or Not. I know that if she was concieved
sexually by her then she did carry Original Sin.
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

I think Ireland explained it to you perfectly semper fidelis. Its up to you to want to listen or not

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 05:33 AM
You are right to pray for your enemies as far as people. However you would not pray for lucifer or
the fallen ones that want to destroy humanity. You would not pray for demons. You are in a
spiritual war. These Satanic blood lines are not your average human being. You pray against the
tactics of the wicked as well as binding these being. Remember in scripture when he says that the
antichrist will remove his mask that's literal. These bloodline have a mask appearing to be regular
human being they are not. This is warfare and they will stop at nothing to harm you. This story is
interesting a woman had a vision regarding the end times men in uniform came to take her to a
concentration camp and she prayed the Holy Spirit told her tell them if they touch you they will die
where they stand. She told and they started laughing and grabbed her They died where they
stood. In one of the books it mentions a couple that lied to Peter being full of the spirit said you
have not lied to me but to God bc of this you will die and they dies where they stood. The point is
that this a warfare and he will protect his children. But these people are not what they appear to
be. They have no compassion no mercy but are full of deception. They are the chaff in midst of
wheat.
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Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

When you pray you must pray for those that need it most. There is no distinction
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 05:34 AM
You are right to pray for your enemies as far as people. However you would not pray for lucifer or
the fallen ones that want to destroy humanity. You would not pray for demons. You are in a
spiritual war. These Satanic blood lines are not your average human being. You pray against the
tactics of the wicked as well as binding these being. Remember in scripture when he says that the
antichrist will remove his mask that's literal. These bloodline have a mask appearing to be regular
human being they are not. This is warfare and they will stop at nothing to harm you. This story is
interesting a woman had a vision regarding the end times men in uniform came to take her to a
concentration camp and she prayed the Holy Spirit told her tell them if they touch you they will die
where they stand. She told and they started laughing and grabbed her They died where they
stood. In one of the books it mentions a couple that lied to Peter being full of the spirit said you
have not lied to me but to God bc of this you will die and they dies where they stood. The point is
that this a warfare and he will protect his children. But these people are not what they appear to
be. They have no compassion no mercy but are full of deception. They are the chaff in midst of
wheat.
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

When you pray you ALSO must pray for those that need it most. There is no distinction
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 05:36 AM
Then he raised his left arm and said to me
"look"
and he pointed to the sun
and the sun became black
and he said
"look again"
and I could see the moon
and the moon became red
he said
"tell them"
I dont know what it means
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Some sign I think
I know its in the bible it rings a bell. But I dont know what he meant
and after showing me this
he repeated again
tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Keep reposting your dream OP... keep fighting
Let Uriel´s warning enter into everybody´s mind!
Do not worry about all the people here de-railing or hijacking your thread with their stupid egospiritual fight!
Warning was given for those who want to listen!

Quoting: Orvontonian

I think we shall see marvelous things..that defy all logic and reason . Spiritual happenings that will
implement His will on this crazy world where humility has become a dirty word
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 05:45 AM
We can all change and recognize
we are supposed to be
humble
kind
gentle
loving
meek
caring
nuturing
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compassionate
merciful
understanding
loving
and more loving
And each and everytime we stray in this endevour ..to turn back and do it all again. Practice
makes perfect.
To place others before us.
To love others more than we love ourselves.
To forgive others as we would want to be forgiven
To give without asking in return
To value people not for what they possess in material wealth BUT IN SPIRITUAL WEALTH
To Love them even when they are poor, jobless,sick or ill or when they get old and unattractive.
To love them when they are cranky or moody, when they upset us or hurt our feelings.. to forgive
them and to continue loving and being there for them unconditionally at the drop of a hat, with
humility and love as Christ is there for us..always

To love them just because, because you can not not love them
Because without love one dies within
the love that IS, the love that lasts and is indestructable..that doesnt depend on external factors
that vary and sometimes are no longer there.
To always love
unconditionally
The greatest gift..to be able to feel this and be this
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 05:47 AM
Look at them salivating for war and bloodshed while uttering Gods name
The two dont click
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
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Spain
11/18/2012 05:48 AM
Are they trying to fool us
or fool themselves because they sure as heck arent fooling God
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/18/2012 07:43 AM

...

BS shamar. BS BS BS BS. There will be intervention to prevent man from destroying himself and
all life on this planet, which is the goal of the Khazar Thugs.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I agree with the *khazar thugs* comment.....
what I disagree with you is your interpretation, or perception of your truth. You have diss'd the
Word of the Most High.....and instead choose to pick your truths out of your nose.
without His Word as a plumb line, we are lost as ships at sea. You haven't studied the written
word enough, its clear to see by your comments....
We all have visions, dreams and spiritual experiences. But if they don't confirm the written Word,
we can know they are not from AHYH. Without His word, they are all completely subjective and
without His purpose.
Quoting: Shamar

Beloved I am here in SERVICE TO THE MOST HIGH. The FAther Himself and Michael of
Nebadon, my creator of my soul long ago. I run in partnership with Jesus the 2nd Coming
Organization of Abundanthope. I have experience YOU can only dream of. We come to show the
way. What are YOUR PLANS for ETERNITY? I have LIVING MINE.
I have picked no truths out of my nose. I am an old soul and I know who I am and what I DO. I
commune every day with these ones. Sometimes many times a day and I am a grouch today
because I worked on craft most of the night while you slept. And coming here to read TRASH is
not exactly my idea of fun. OP performed the service he was requested to perform, in GREAT
CHARACTER I might add. So STFU because you have no knowing to speak of.
All sort of new material has been given as promised for the end of the age and you ones keep
trashing material you won't even bother to READ. READ the Urantia BOOK. READ the Phoenix
Journals, READ WALTER RUSSELL. READ the great stuff the rest of my team has provided to
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you. READ at www.wisdomoftherays.com
Ron of my team does wondrous teaching about the black games form the new that makes the net
and TV . Others provide the finest of other material. We have a global team and you don't give a
fat fuck, so why I even entertain you ones, I have no idea, but I do it out of LOVE and the hopes
that this world will rise up and create the necessary Planetary Being they must become before
they can seed other worlds. We don't want this trash on other worlds that are growing.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I have been reading this entire post, it has taken me some time to do so. And Thank YOU OP for
posting your wonderful experience. Keep up the fight. I am grateful for you posting it and passing
on his message to the world.
I must state that you ALL should listen to Candace as she is truely the real deal. Urantia Book is a
great read and everyone should read it... it contains more truth than the bible does. the bible
contains only a small amount of truth. Most of the bibles wording has been changed and is written
as a tool for controlling everyone. Candace swears because she has been fighting this fight for
along time, just like a mother that is tired of her kids not listening.
Quit quoting the bible as if you did not read the original writings in the original language then you
may not have the right meaning of what you are talking about. Most of it has been altered by
every type of church on earth, although the Catholic Church is the worst for changing it the most.
Please read only his statement on the dream and make your comment and that is enough.
We all have the light of god inside of us... if you do not believe me try this simple thing. Close your
eyes, now rub them until you see a blinding light, now how can the light be there with your eyes
closed unless it is inside of you? That is your god fragment located just above your eyes in the
middle of your forhead, also refered to as your third eye. This is also gods camera that video
tapes your thoughts and actions thru your entire life, and at the end you get to review everything
you have done or not done. You do not have to go to church to believe in god/Papa source.
Quoting: Rene111 27945363

I agree with part of your post in that the bible we have today has been altered and manipulated,
and yes, we must reach back to the Hebraic writings for the truest message frm the Most High.
And I agree that we were provided a means of knowing Him, without having a bible in our hands; I
mean, people from time immemorial have known him without ever reading the bible. However,
what we do with that knowledge of Him, is important and decides our eternal future. This means of
forum though, is not the best way to teach anybody the way to God......what you say, what i say,
what candace says........is all subjective to anyone's own interpretation. I mean, I am not going to
follow your teachings nor Candace's teachings cause I really have no clue to where your
destination truly lies. Anybody can spout peace and love and be full of pure hatred. Candace's
posts are definitive of that.
That is why I say there MUST be a plumb line. And you are either on one side of that line, or the
other.
Choose this day whom you will serve.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 24011342
United States
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11/18/2012 08:21 AM
And what better to get on with your Mother in Law to please your spouse and also through Love of
Her that gave you him or her that you love
If the church is the bride of Christ to please Him we must
1. Love Her that gave Him Life of the Body
2. Respect and Honor Her because we wish to please Him and because She deserves it
If you do not what spouse are you
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

You utterly fail to understand who Mary was and is!
Mary had sinned. This is not hard to prove. You have heard that Jesus was tempted, right? You
have read the Bible, right? [link to www.biblegateway.com] If you don't like that version, then
check it out in your Catholic version...Jesus was tempted by the devil.
God can NOT be tempted [link to www.biblegateway.com] read James 1:13 ...again...if you don't
like that version, then use your Catholic version.
Now Jesus is God AND MAN. Where did Jesus get the ability to be tempted? If God cannot be
tempted...then Jesus must have gotten the ability to be tempted from the lineage of...Mary.
Now...Leviticus 12 is the Mosaic Law on child birth...
[link to www.biblegateway.com]
And then we come along to [link to www.biblegateway.com] Read Luke 2:24. Mary offered up a
sacrifice offering...for being impure after child birth. If she didn't need to offer up the offering...then
she lied and made a mockery of God's Law! If she did need the offering...God considered Mary
impure after giving birth...so much for Mary being "without blemish."
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27993957
United States
11/18/2012 09:42 AM
dreams speak in your own imagery
the only way to judge anothers' dream
is to become yourself the dreamer
i once had a dream in which
a character was named Nur Uriel
he claimed no angelic powers
he was a black cat
he spoke no words and carried no sword
but where he walked
things changed for the better
war is a horror
whether waged by man
or an army of angry angels
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i see no moral high ground
no noble purpose
only destruction
faith tells me God is better than this scenario
that Jesus was truly His Son
that the Spirit is alive on earth
and a way will be found to peace
that will amaze us all
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/18/2012 10:05 AM

If you suffer from indecision over what to do about certain people in your life, then ask for
resolution. Ask for the strength to cast off that which sickens and inhibits you and cannot
be carried forward any longer.
It shall become clearer to you as to which relationships you are meant to carry with you
through the shift and which ones you are not.
There is no preparatory work to be done here, as by God’s Divine Hand it is already taken
care of.
Allow it to unfold.
Simply be.
Also, I caution you not to create for yourself new fears.
So now I instruct you to ask for help. Ask for loving Angelic guidance.
We cannot intervene unless you call on us and grant us permission. We cannot step in
otherwise.
Allow yourself to receive, unhindered by guilt or feelings of unworthiness. We have come
to serve.
Embrace this gift God sends you, and let every word and action be an expression of
goodness.
And so it is.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 10:16 AM
If you suffer from indecision over what to do about certain people in your life, then ask for
resolution. Ask for the strength to cast off that which sickens and inhibits you and cannot
be carried forward any longer.
It shall become clearer to you as to which relationships you are meant to carry with you
through the shift and which ones you are not.
There is no preparatory work to be done here, as by God’s Divine Hand it is already taken
care of.
Allow it to unfold.
Simply be.
Also, I caution you not to create for yourself new fears.
So now I instruct you to ask for help. Ask for loving Angelic guidance.
We cannot intervene unless you call on us and grant us permission. We cannot step in
otherwise.
Allow yourself to receive, unhindered by guilt or feelings of unworthiness. We have come
to serve.
Embrace this gift God sends you, and let every word and action be an expression of
goodness.
And so it is.

Quoting: Orvontonian
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What name would I know you by?
Serenity777
User ID: 1129812
United States
11/18/2012 10:21 AM

They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Should I remind you that um...there are wars raging in the Middle East right now? Should I remind
you that the U.S. is involved with several armed conflicts and are sending money and ammunition
out there?
So far, it doesn't appear as if your dream has any merit. But...thanks for posting.
Serenity777
User ID: 1129812
United States
11/18/2012 10:22 AM

Then he raised his left arm and said to me
"look"
and he pointed to the sun
and the sun became black
and he said
"look again"
and I could see the moon
and the moon became red
he said
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"tell them"
I dont know what it means
Some sign I think
I know its in the bible it rings a bell. But I dont know what he meant
and after showing me this
he repeated again
tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Now you're just making stuff up as you go along...
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/18/2012 10:23 AM

good lordy this thread got stupid over night with the bible crowd. Can you ones not reason? I am
not adding any more to it, it would serve no purpose. But I wish to state that yesterday I treated
some as I have been treated, in hopes they would learn something. It didn't seem to work.
However, it is joyous to see those that know God. Good work Orvontonian. I bet you ones don't
know what Orvonton is? I have tired on that, didn't take.

OP continues to hold his ground. Good for him. He has gone much much further than most who
label themselves Christians. He is striving for his perfection. I suspect he is star seed actually.
I AM THAT I AM, is the label for spiritually mature people. Not religion, not party systems of
politics, stop beloveds defining yourselves by following and stand in your own shoes here. YOU
ARE SONS OF GOD and no other definition is needed.
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/18/2012 10:25 AM
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Then he raised his left arm and said to me
"look"
and he pointed to the sun
and the sun became black
and he said
"look again"
and I could see the moon
and the moon became red
he said
"tell them"
I dont know what it means
Some sign I think
I know its in the bible it rings a bell. But I dont know what he meant
and after showing me this
he repeated again
tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Keep reposting your dream OP... keep fighting
Let Uriel´s warning enter into everybody´s mind!
Do not worry about all the people here de-railing or hijacking your thread with their stupid egospiritual fight!
Warning was given for those who want to listen!

Quoting: Orvontonian

ANGELS
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Lying in wait, but everywhere present.
Always attentive, for a message sent.
Existing of Life and Love that is Pure.
Hearing our pleas, they help find a cure.
For rarely we see, even less so they are heard.
Sometimes in our stillness,
They uncover their true word.
Trust, Stillness, Purity, Love.

God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/18/2012 10:25 AM

Then he raised his left arm and said to me
"look"
and he pointed to the sun
and the sun became black
and he said
"look again"
and I could see the moon
and the moon became red
he said
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"tell them"
I dont know what it means
Some sign I think
I know its in the bible it rings a bell. But I dont know what he meant
and after showing me this
he repeated again
tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Now you're just making stuff up as you go along...
Quoting: Serenity777

Serenty, I just can't resist today again. Shut the fuck up, you know not of what you speak. Your
ignorance as to God is stunning.
Serenity777
User ID: 1129812
United States
11/18/2012 10:26 AM

Why are you so sure?
You are hearing from the WRONG ANGELS.... even satan came as an angel of light!
Quoting: Little Miss Sunshine
Quoting: Artaius

Oh, I'd say what would make ME SO SURE are...The results.
For instance: BIG WARS RAGING IN THE MIDDLE EAST RIGHT NOW...
So far, I don't see any angels stopping it. Many people have already died, and many people will
continue to.
Therefore...either the dream is a lie from fallen angels. OR...it was JUST A DREAM. Additionally,
after reading the OPs expansion upon that "dream," it appears that it was more like a FANTASY
that the OP was making up as they were going along.
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And...as USUAL, many of you FELL FOR IT. See how easy it is to be fooled by
RELIGION???
Serenity777
User ID: 1129812
United States
11/18/2012 10:29 AM

Then he raised his left arm and said to me
"look"
and he pointed to the sun
and the sun became black
and he said
"look again"
and I could see the moon
and the moon became red
he said
"tell them"
I dont know what it means
Some sign I think
I know its in the bible it rings a bell. But I dont know what he meant
and after showing me this
he repeated again
tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Now you're just making stuff up as you go along...
Quoting: Serenity777

Serenty, I just can't resist today again. Shut the fuck up, you know not of what you speak. Your
ignorance as to God is stunning.
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Quoting: God Loves ALL

Now that cracks me up because its genuinely funny.

MY IGNORANCE OF GOD???...
Here you are supporting a guy that just said ANGELS WERE GOING TO STOP THE WARS and
BRING PEACE. -Surprise!!! Ding...ding...ding. There's a full scale war in the Middle East of which
NO ANGELS ARE HALTING. Do you see any angels...because, um...I don't know. There's lots of
missiles and people being blown to bits...but, no angels.
WOW...I guess REALITY is just conjecture to you guys.

I think the person who has just displayed their utter ignorance in their own religion would
be YOU for falling for ANOTHER FALSE PROPHET.
Ever THINK of that one???
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 10:32 AM
Why are you so sure?
You are hearing from the WRONG ANGELS.... even satan came as an angel of light!
Quoting: Little Miss Sunshine
Quoting: Artaius

Oh, I'd say what would make ME SO SURE are...The results.
For instance: BIG WARS RAGING IN THE MIDDLE EAST RIGHT NOW...
So far, I don't see any angels stopping it. Many people have already died, and many people will
continue to.
Therefore...either the dream is a lie from fallen angels. OR...it was JUST A DREAM. Additionally,
after reading the OPs expansion upon that "dream," it appears that it was more like a FANTASY
that the OP was making up as they were going along.
And...as USUAL, many of you FELL FOR IT. See how easy it is to be fooled by
RELIGION???
Quoting: Serenity777
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I dont make stories up regarding matters of God.
But your choice to disbelieve or think it is a demon
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1184364
United States
11/18/2012 10:33 AM
@ semper fi....I agree with what you are saying. I refer to the actual spiritual warfare and how best
to combat by working through Christ and in Christ and with Christ.

@ Brother in Christ....obviously you did not read my previous posting on the difference between
worshiping and veneration. Unfortunately, your ego as with many other naysayers and dissenting
Christians here today, went cherry-picking and honed in on OP's honest testimony, to begin your
attack and foundless decimation. Hmmmm!!
As you are ever so eager to demonstrate your knowledge of Scripture, in your response to
semper fi, quote, 'I believe its from Joshua',what comes to mind is how the Pharisees attacked
Jesus in the temple, and he referred to them as nest of vipers.
This woman came with a message and spoke honestly and without animosity thoughout the
complete thread. Can you say the same, dear brother in Christ???
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

You are correct, I didn't see your post on worshiping and veneration. I must of missed it. I will
search for it so I can read it.
I have no ego in this matter. Not once have I placed myself on a pedestal or claimed I was
anything special or that I was perfect in any way shape or form. Decimate is a strong word...if you
re-read what I wrote I think you'll see a scriptural basis for my words, and nothing that in any way
personally attacks or debases the OP as a person. I have brotherly love for the OP, and as a
brother want him/her to be sure. Cautionary advice is not considered hostile (at least not by me).
If you find something I posted that refutes what I just wrote, please point it out so I can correct it.
You also incorrectly claim I responded to Semper Fi's quote as "I believe it was Joshua", when in
fact I claimed I believed it was from Hosea (but I wasn't sure which verse). I just looked it up and it
is Hosea 4:6.
You claim many things about Mary that I don't know about. Can you point me to the scripture that
says Mary was born without sin and should be "venerated", be prayed to, or should be the one
who sinner's should ask for forgiveness? Or where she is listed as the intercessory to God for
such things? I am genuinely curious to read what the scripture has to say about her, and I don't
recall reading anything before, so I ask humbly for you to help me find these answers in the Word.
These are the verses I stand on:
"I am the way, and the truth, and the life; no one comes to the Father, but through me" (John 14:6)
"For there is one God and one mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus" (1 Timothy
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2:5)
You and the Catholic Church may feel otherwise, and that is your choice to make. I don't believe
God requires anyone to go through a "saint", a priest, an angel of God, or any human for anything,
but only through His Son, Jesus Christ so that they may be saved.
I think (my opinion) that a significant source of anguish expressed in Paul's letters, and Peter's
writings is these false "rules" and "regulations" and "new traditions" which were appearing in the
early churches (body of worshipers) which they saw as going completely against the words of
Jesus Himself.
It is my belief that God doesn't need rituals. God doesn't need prayers to Mary, St. This, or St.
That. God wants obedience to His Word, and acceptance of His Son. It is my belief that anything
beyond that is added by man, and subject to corruption.
You of course are free to worship as you see fit (free will).
One thing I'll mention is the fairly constant theme of a handful of people in this thread that keep
claiming some are here to derail the thread, that they are hostile towards the OP, that those who
don't immediately accept the OP's vision as genuinely from God (without discernment) are vile,
from evil (and yes, *sigh* won't get to board the spaceship)...
I don't recall one post from real followers of Christ where any derogatory comments or cursing, or
disparaging comments were made about the OP him/her self.
I read plenty of comments that basically amounted to "make sure you discern who the spirit is
from" which is soundly scriptural, and that advice was turned against them.
Since when is advice, whether it be contrary to someone's current belief, or in harmony with their
belief, considered hostile?
Peace and love through Christ,and may the Lord bless you AC.
Serenity777
User ID: 1129812
United States
11/18/2012 10:33 AM

Why are you so sure?
You are hearing from the WRONG ANGELS.... even satan came as an angel of light!
Quoting: Little Miss Sunshine
Quoting: Artaius

Oh, I'd say what would make ME SO SURE are...The results.
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For instance: BIG WARS RAGING IN THE MIDDLE EAST RIGHT NOW...
So far, I don't see any angels stopping it. Many people have already died, and many people will
continue to.
Therefore...either the dream is a lie from fallen angels. OR...it was JUST A DREAM. Additionally,
after reading the OPs expansion upon that "dream," it appears that it was more like a FANTASY
that the OP was making up as they were going along.
And...as USUAL, many of you FELL FOR IT. See how easy it is to be fooled by
RELIGION???
Quoting: Serenity777

I dont make stories up regarding matters of God.
But your choice to disbelieve or think it is a demon
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Oh...BUT YOU DID. Because so far...neither your words OR YOUR DREAM is reflective of
REALITY.
You see...either you were being fed information by FALSE SOURCES, or, you literally spoke an
untruth because you wanted attention.
God ONLY SPEAKS TRUTH. And so far, I have seen you speak MULTIPLE fallacies. Reality
is currently CONTRADICTING YOUR DREAM. Do you have anything to say about that
Harold Camping???
Brother in Christ
To God be the glory forever!
User ID: 1184364
United States
11/18/2012 10:34 AM

@ semper fi....I agree with what you are saying. I refer to the actual spiritual warfare and how best
to combat by working through Christ and in Christ and with Christ.

@ Brother in Christ....obviously you did not read my previous posting on the difference between
worshiping and veneration. Unfortunately, your ego as with many other naysayers and dissenting
Christians here today, went cherry-picking and honed in on OP's honest testimony, to begin your
attack and foundless decimation. Hmmmm!!
As you are ever so eager to demonstrate your knowledge of Scripture, in your response to
semper fi, quote, 'I believe its from Joshua',what comes to mind is how the Pharisees attacked
Jesus in the temple, and he referred to them as nest of vipers.
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This woman came with a message and spoke honestly and without animosity thoughout the
complete thread. Can you say the same, dear brother in Christ???
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

You are correct, I didn't see your post on worshiping and veneration. I must of missed it. I will
search for it so I can read it.
I have no ego in this matter. Not once have I placed myself on a pedestal or claimed I was
anything special or that I was perfect in any way shape or form. Decimate is a strong word...if you
re-read what I wrote I think you'll see a scriptural basis for my words, and nothing that in any way
personally attacks or debases the OP as a person. I have brotherly love for the OP, and as a
brother want him/her to be sure. Cautionary advice is not considered hostile (at least not by me).
If you find something I posted that refutes what I just wrote, please point it out so I can correct it.
You also incorrectly claim I responded to Semper Fi's quote as "I believe it was Joshua", when in
fact I claimed I believed it was from Hosea (but I wasn't sure which verse). I just looked it up and it
is Hosea 4:6.
You claim many things about Mary that I don't know about. Can you point me to the scripture that
says Mary was born without sin and should be "venerated", be prayed to, or should be the one
who sinner's should ask for forgiveness? Or where she is listed as the intercessory to God for
such things? I am genuinely curious to read what the scripture has to say about her, and I don't
recall reading anything before, so I ask humbly for you to help me find these answers in the Word.
These are the verses I stand on:
"I am the way, and the truth, and the life; no one comes to the Father, but through me" (John 14:6)
"For there is one God and one mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus" (1 Timothy
2:5)
You and the Catholic Church may feel otherwise, and that is your choice to make. I don't believe
God requires anyone to go through a "saint", a priest, an angel of God, or any human for anything,
but only through His Son, Jesus Christ so that they may be saved.
I think (my opinion) that a significant source of anguish expressed in Paul's letters, and Peter's
writings is these false "rules" and "regulations" and "new traditions" which were appearing in the
early churches (body of worshipers) which they saw as going completely against the words of
Jesus Himself.
It is my belief that God doesn't need rituals. God doesn't need prayers to Mary, St. This, or St.
That. God wants obedience to His Word, and acceptance of His Son. It is my belief that anything
beyond that is added by man, and subject to corruption.
You of course are free to worship as you see fit (free will).
One thing I'll mention is the fairly constant theme of a handful of people in this thread that keep
claiming some are here to derail the thread, that they are hostile towards the OP, that those who
don't immediately accept the OP's vision as genuinely from God (without discernment) are vile,
from evil (and yes, *sigh* won't get to board the spaceship)...
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I don't recall one post from real followers of Christ where any derogatory comments or cursing, or
disparaging comments were made about the OP him/her self.
I read plenty of comments that basically amounted to "make sure you discern who the spirit is
from" which is soundly scriptural, and that advice was turned against them.
Since when is advice, whether it be contrary to someone's current belief, or in harmony with their
belief, considered hostile?
Peace and love through Christ,and may the Lord bless you AC.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1184364

Sorry forgot to sign in...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 10:34 AM
One thing I have learned is to not doubt Angelic messages. The only difficulty is the timing. That is
the problem the when. There is a difficulty in translating time in our terms.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 10:37 AM
Why are you so sure?
...
Quoting: Artaius

Oh, I'd say what would make ME SO SURE are...The results.
For instance: BIG WARS RAGING IN THE MIDDLE EAST RIGHT NOW...
So far, I don't see any angels stopping it. Many people have already died, and many people will
continue to.
Therefore...either the dream is a lie from fallen angels. OR...it was JUST A DREAM. Additionally,
after reading the OPs expansion upon that "dream," it appears that it was more like a FANTASY
that the OP was making up as they were going along.
And...as USUAL, many of you FELL FOR IT. See how easy it is to be fooled by
RELIGION???
Quoting: Serenity777
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I dont make stories up regarding matters of God.
But your choice to disbelieve or think it is a demon
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Oh...BUT YOU DID. Because so far...neither your words OR YOUR DREAM is reflective of
REALITY.
You see...either you were being fed information by FALSE SOURCES, or, you literally spoke an
untruth because you wanted attention.
God ONLY SPEAKS TRUTH. And so far, I have seen you speak MULTIPLE fallacies. Reality
is currently CONTRADICTING YOUR DREAM. Do you have anything to say about that
Harold Camping???
Quoting: Serenity777

Harold Camping? sorry you lost me on that one.
Can you tell me who he is please? thank you.
Obviously if you are suggesting I am Harold Camping lol..nope sorry
Serenity777
User ID: 1129812
United States
11/18/2012 10:38 AM

One thing I have learned is to not doubt Angelic messages. The only difficulty is the timing. That is
the problem the when. There is a difficulty in translating time in our terms.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

I don't doubt angelic messages. I just DOUBT YOUR INTERPRETATION of the dream state
versus reality.
Right now you have a full scale war in the Middle East. --No Peace...No Angels.-Right now you have a situation that contradicts every word you typed.
The ONE thing I will give you is this...and you should have STUCK BY IT. Your initial statement
was, "I have had I THINK a prophetic dream." -That simple word "think" was your out in all of this.
But instead...you began pounding out more details as if you were spoken to directly by angels.
Look at ya now...
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/18/2012 10:39 AM
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There's a full scale war in the Middle East of which NO ANGELS ARE HALTING.
Quoting: Serenity777

if you believe what is happening today in the Middle East is a FULL SCALE WAR...well...you have
no idea of what war means.
The current situation over there is still far from what a full scale war means...
WON´T REACH THAT POINT...WON´T BE A FULL SCALE WAR...
THE ANGELIC REALM IS READY FOR ACTION...
YOU SHOULD MEDITATE ON THIS ASKING GOD TO SHOW YOU THIS...
YOU MAY SEE THE ANGELIC LEGIONS...AND FEEL THEIR LOVE FOR US!

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 10:40 AM
lol I googled. So you think I am a male radio host from California huh?
Nope
You have another two guesses
made me laf..lol
Serenity777
User ID: 1129812
United States
11/18/2012 10:41 AM

...
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Oh, I'd say what would make ME SO SURE are...The results.
For instance: BIG WARS RAGING IN THE MIDDLE EAST RIGHT NOW...
So far, I don't see any angels stopping it. Many people have already died, and many people will
continue to.
Therefore...either the dream is a lie from fallen angels. OR...it was JUST A DREAM. Additionally,
after reading the OPs expansion upon that "dream," it appears that it was more like a FANTASY
that the OP was making up as they were going along.
And...as USUAL, many of you FELL FOR IT. See how easy it is to be fooled by
RELIGION???
Quoting: Serenity777

I dont make stories up regarding matters of God.
But your choice to disbelieve or think it is a demon
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Oh...BUT YOU DID. Because so far...neither your words OR YOUR DREAM is reflective of
REALITY.
You see...either you were being fed information by FALSE SOURCES, or, you literally spoke an
untruth because you wanted attention.
God ONLY SPEAKS TRUTH. And so far, I have seen you speak MULTIPLE fallacies. Reality
is currently CONTRADICTING YOUR DREAM. Do you have anything to say about that
Harold Camping???
Quoting: Serenity777

Harold Camping? sorry you lost me on that one.
Can you tell me who he is please? thank you.
Obviously if you are suggesting I am Harold Camping lol..nope sorry
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

For you... [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Here's a brief story on him. He caused a worldwide fuss when he claimed that he KNEW the
rapture was going to happen on May 21, 2011.
Millions of people believed it. They sold their stuff and followed his beliefs and words.
May 21, 2011 came...NO EARTHQUAKE, NO RAPTURE. OOPS...
FALSE PROPHET...
[link to www.ibtimes.com]
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Serenity777
User ID: 1129812
United States
11/18/2012 10:43 AM

There's a full scale war in the Middle East of which NO ANGELS ARE HALTING.
Quoting: Serenity777

if you believe what is happening today in the Middle East is a FULL SCALE WAR...well...you have
no idea of what war means.
The current situation over there is still far from what a full scale war means...
WON´T REACH THAT POINT...WON´T BE A FULL SCALE WAR...
THE ANGELIC REALM IS READY FOR ACTION...
YOU SHOULD MEDITATE ON THIS ASKING GOD TO SHOW YOU THIS...
YOU MAY SEE THE ANGELIC LEGIONS...AND FEEL THEIR LOVE FOR US!

Quoting: Orvontonian

Oh, not a war???...so what is it? Guys just throwing around the football skins? In that case...why
don't you sign up and go hang out with the rest of the party!!!
Nonetheless...I REALLY don't think you want to do this. So...I'm letting you off the hook.
You don't have an arguable position, and there's no actual point that you're making that needs
addressed. If you have an opinion, back it up. In the case of me with the OP, I can prove points
that a war is occurring where people are dying, and there ARE NO ANGELS saving the day.
In your case...we could just go round and round with me posting all sorts of evidence that you'll
ignore and try to argue a middle ground, gray area perspective that will just make you look
dumber and dumber.
Don't have time for those sort of games. I'm actually trying to let people know that there are false
prophets about. And right now...You're supporting one.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 10:46 AM
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...

I dont make stories up regarding matters of God.
But your choice to disbelieve or think it is a demon
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Oh...BUT YOU DID. Because so far...neither your words OR YOUR DREAM is reflective of
REALITY.
You see...either you were being fed information by FALSE SOURCES, or, you literally spoke an
untruth because you wanted attention.
God ONLY SPEAKS TRUTH. And so far, I have seen you speak MULTIPLE fallacies. Reality
is currently CONTRADICTING YOUR DREAM. Do you have anything to say about that
Harold Camping???
Quoting: Serenity777

Harold Camping? sorry you lost me on that one.
Can you tell me who he is please? thank you.
Obviously if you are suggesting I am Harold Camping lol..nope sorry
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

For you... [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Here's a brief story on him. He caused a worldwide fuss when he claimed that he KNEW the
rapture was going to happen on May 21, 2011.
Millions of people believed it. They sold their stuff and followed his beliefs and words.
May 21, 2011 came...NO EARTHQUAKE, NO RAPTURE. OOPS...
FALSE PROPHET...
Quoting: Serenity777

Oh right I remember that being mentioned here on Glp, forgot the name.
I do what I think I am supposed to do, call it inspired call it impetuos whatever. I felt inspired to
post the dream and I did. I knew it would be attacked and me with it. But Im not bothered. I do
what I think I should do.
As to you disagreeing that it is prophetic there is nothing wrong with that. Its your opinion to make.
I believe it is prophetic and I believe sooner or later something regarding God and His Creation
will happen that will change everything. And I am taking this very seriously . Something that will
make wars no longer possible.As the Angel said not permitted. That is my belief. You can have
yours. I think it is not far off whatever it is.
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Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/18/2012 10:48 AM

There's a full scale war in the Middle East of which NO ANGELS ARE HALTING.
Quoting: Serenity777

if you believe what is happening today in the Middle East is a FULL SCALE WAR...well...you have
no idea of what war means.
The current situation over there is still far from what a full scale war means...
WON´T REACH THAT POINT...WON´T BE A FULL SCALE WAR...
THE ANGELIC REALM IS READY FOR ACTION...
YOU SHOULD MEDITATE ON THIS ASKING GOD TO SHOW YOU THIS...
YOU MAY SEE THE ANGELIC LEGIONS...AND FEEL THEIR LOVE FOR US!

Quoting: Orvontonian

Oh, not a war???...so what is it? Guys just throwing around the football skins? In that case...why
don't you sign up and go hang out with the rest of the party!!!
Nonetheless...I REALLY don't think you want to do this. So...I'm letting you off the hook.
Quoting: Serenity777

I hope someday you will see...BUT NOT SURE...
The path toward the Light and the path spiraling further into darkness have now come to a distinct
point of separation.
You are being forced to face, once and for all, the residual shadows of Self—all the imbalances
and restrictions that are holding you back from fully empowered Self-realization.
Being a Self-master is not for the timid or weak of heart.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 10:48 AM
Serenity just a bit of advice, try to be true to your name

Serenity777
User ID: 1129812
United States
11/18/2012 10:49 AM

...

Oh...BUT YOU DID. Because so far...neither your words OR YOUR DREAM is reflective of
REALITY.
You see...either you were being fed information by FALSE SOURCES, or, you literally spoke an
untruth because you wanted attention.
God ONLY SPEAKS TRUTH. And so far, I have seen you speak MULTIPLE fallacies. Reality
is currently CONTRADICTING YOUR DREAM. Do you have anything to say about that
Harold Camping???
Quoting: Serenity777

Harold Camping? sorry you lost me on that one.
Can you tell me who he is please? thank you.
Obviously if you are suggesting I am Harold Camping lol..nope sorry
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

For you... [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Here's a brief story on him. He caused a worldwide fuss when he claimed that he KNEW the
rapture was going to happen on May 21, 2011.
Millions of people believed it. They sold their stuff and followed his beliefs and words.
May 21, 2011 came...NO EARTHQUAKE, NO RAPTURE. OOPS...
FALSE PROPHET...
Quoting: Serenity777
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Oh right I remember that being mentioned here on Glp, forgot the name.
I do what I think I am supposed to do, call it inspired call it impetuos whatever. I felt inspired to
post the dream and I did. I knew it would be attacked and me with it. But Im not bothered. I do
what I think I should do.
As to you disagreeing that it is prophetic there is nothing wrong with that. Its your opinion to make.
I believe it is prophetic and I believe sooner or later something regarding God and His Creation
will happen that will change everything. And I am taking this very seriously . Something that will
make wars no longer possible.As the Angel said not permitted. That is my belief. You can have
yours. I think it is not far off whatever it is.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

No...this isn't an attack. This is me saying at point blank range, that your dream was
inaccurate...period.
If you call the truth an attack...so be it. As the bible states, those who speak the truth will be hated.
Just remember when you post stuff like this, it affects minds. And if you speak untruths, YOU
WILL BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE.
You should correct yourself NOW and inform the people that IT WAS JUST A DREAM
instead of letting them screw themselves by supporting and believing your words which
are LEADING THEM ASTRAY.
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/18/2012 10:49 AM

...

Oh...BUT YOU DID. Because so far...neither your words OR YOUR DREAM is reflective of
REALITY.
You see...either you were being fed information by FALSE SOURCES, or, you literally spoke an
untruth because you wanted attention.
God ONLY SPEAKS TRUTH. And so far, I have seen you speak MULTIPLE fallacies. Reality
is currently CONTRADICTING YOUR DREAM. Do you have anything to say about that
Harold Camping???
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Quoting: Serenity777

Harold Camping? sorry you lost me on that one.
Can you tell me who he is please? thank you.
Obviously if you are suggesting I am Harold Camping lol..nope sorry
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

For you... [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Here's a brief story on him. He caused a worldwide fuss when he claimed that he KNEW the
rapture was going to happen on May 21, 2011.
Millions of people believed it. They sold their stuff and followed his beliefs and words.
May 21, 2011 came...NO EARTHQUAKE, NO RAPTURE. OOPS...
FALSE PROPHET...
Quoting: Serenity777

Oh right I remember that being mentioned here on Glp, forgot the name.
I do what I think I am supposed to do, call it inspired call it impetuos whatever. I felt inspired to
post the dream and I did. I knew it would be attacked and me with it. But Im not bothered. I do
what I think I should do.
As to you disagreeing that it is prophetic there is nothing wrong with that. Its your opinion to make.
I believe it is prophetic and I believe sooner or later something regarding God and His Creation
will happen that will change everything. And I am taking this very seriously . Something that will
make wars no longer possible.As the Angel said not permitted. That is my belief. You can have
yours. I think it is not far off whatever it is.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Thread: All you need is FAITH, HOPE and LOVE to live pleasing to God. 7 times it's repeated.
Prophecy, tongues & words of knowledge have passed away
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 10:50 AM
It is a dream BUT I think it is prophetic . You are entitled to disagree
Serenity777
User ID: 1129812
United States
11/18/2012 10:53 AM
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Serenity just a bit of advice, try to be true to your name
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Anonymous coward...it seems you might be being true to yours.
Nonetheless...A name is just a name. If you don't like what I have to say...that's absolutely fine.
However...the truth is, THIS GUY CLAIMED HE WAS BEING SPOKEN TO BY ANGELS. People
BELIEVED IT.
Reality is now contradicting those words. If you don't like the delivery of the "truth" then I can't help
ya.
Believe the OP if you want. Mental hospitals are full of people equally as delusional.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 10:54 AM
Serenity just a bit of advice, try to be true to your name
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Anonymous coward...it seems you might be being true to yours.
Nonetheless...A name is just a name. If you don't like what I have to say...that's absolutely fine.
However...the truth is, THIS GUY CLAIMED HE WAS BEING SPOKEN TO BY ANGELS. People
BELIEVED IT.
Reality is now contradicting those words. If you don't like the delivery of the "truth" then I can't help
ya.
Believe the OP if you want. Mental hospitals are full of people equally as delusional.
Quoting: Serenity777

Lucky I didnt tell you more then huh?
because this is just the tip of the iceberg
Serenity777
User ID: 1129812
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United States
11/18/2012 10:55 AM

It is a dream BUT I think it is prophetic . You are entitled to disagree
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Prophetic how?
Is this supposed to take place 100 years from now? 1000? I'm sorry, but, I won't be around to see
that prophecy fulfilled. And unfortunately for you, when you say that Angels are going to come
down to STOP WARS, people automatically will "apply it to the HERE AND NOW."
Therefore...this makes your dream, "non-prophetic" and JUST A DREAM.
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/18/2012 10:55 AM

Then he raised his left arm and said to me
"look"
and he pointed to the sun
and the sun became black
and he said
"look again"
and I could see the moon
and the moon became red
he said
"tell them"
I dont know what it means
Some sign I think
I know its in the bible it rings a bell. But I dont know what he meant
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and after showing me this
he repeated again
tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Keep reposting your dream OP... keep fighting
Let Uriel´s warning enter into everybody´s mind!
Do not worry about all the people here de-railing or hijacking your thread with their stupid egospiritual fight!
Warning was given for those who want to listen!

Quoting: Orvontonian

ANGELS
Lying in wait, but everywhere present.
Always attentive, for a message sent.
Existing of Life and Love that is Pure.
Hearing our pleas, they help find a cure.
For rarely we see, even less so they are heard.
Sometimes in our stillness,
They uncover their true word.
Trust, Stillness, Purity, Love.

Quoting: Orvontonian
Serenity777
User ID: 1129812
United States
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11/18/2012 10:56 AM

Serenity just a bit of advice, try to be true to your name
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Anonymous coward...it seems you might be being true to yours.
Nonetheless...A name is just a name. If you don't like what I have to say...that's absolutely fine.
However...the truth is, THIS GUY CLAIMED HE WAS BEING SPOKEN TO BY ANGELS. People
BELIEVED IT.
Reality is now contradicting those words. If you don't like the delivery of the "truth" then I can't help
ya.
Believe the OP if you want. Mental hospitals are full of people equally as delusional.
Quoting: Serenity777

Lucky I didnt tell you more then huh?
because this is just the tip of the iceberg
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

There's nothing you can tell...
Because thus far...everything I've seen has been a boldfaced lie. Especially your amazing
elaboration of THE STORY as the thread progressed.
Very classy...
It looks especially silly for a false prophet when they put grand elaborations and details to
a story, when....the premise of the story NEVER CAME TRUE.
Until I see a full stop of the war in the middle East by NOTHING LESS than Angels
themselves immediately, then I will have to say that everything you stated was either a
FANTASY or a very simple dream that you chose to ELABORATE ON as people began to
believe your nonsense.
The more people believed and supported your little "theory," the more you rambled over
and over to increase your visibility. And it amazes me how many people didn't pick up on
it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
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Spain
11/18/2012 11:01 AM
Look its no big problem. If you dont believe thats fine. I really do understand it its no big problem.
I do believe because I saw , I was in the dream.
I was also told a name I didnt know. The only reason I remembered it was because it reminded
me of some washing up powder my mom used to use but with a U..lol
I have had other dreams, that is what I meant by tip of the iceberg..some posted here others not. I
will not be posting more. I will keep the info to myself and act accordingly.
This I had to post because I felt impelled to.
Angel Helper
User ID: 27117434
United States
11/18/2012 11:02 AM

Day in and day out
One has to stomach the continuos attacks..the apparitions of the Blessed Mother requesting
repentence, conversion, prayers etc..are demonic according to some
Our Catholic Church is also demonic according to some
Messages of peace and love and against war are also demonic accordfing to some
then what is Holy according to YOU
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

our Catholic Church is not demonic, only the ones in it that are counterfeit and are destroying this
from the inside out.
Whomever can see into this knows the game the evil one is playing.
What a gem satan is displaying before THE Father and Creator of all, The TRUE CHURCH OF
GOD, all but destroyed from within....except the sacraments. The pillars of Faith...
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/18/2012 11:04 AM
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Day in and day out
One has to stomach the continuos attacks..the apparitions of the Blessed Mother requesting
repentence, conversion, prayers etc..are demonic according to some
Our Catholic Church is also demonic according to some
Messages of peace and love and against war are also demonic accordfing to some
then what is Holy according to YOU
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

our Catholic Church is not demonic, only the ones in it that are counterfeit and are destroying this
from the inside out.
Whomever can see into this knows the game the evil one is playing.
What a gem satan is displaying before THE Father and Creator of all, The TRUE CHURCH OF
GOD, all but destroyed from within....except the sacraments. The pillars of Faith...
Quoting: Angel Helper

the true church of God is the body of believers, not a building or an organization
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 11:04 AM
Day in and day out
One has to stomach the continuos attacks..the apparitions of the Blessed Mother requesting
repentence, conversion, prayers etc..are demonic according to some
Our Catholic Church is also demonic according to some
Messages of peace and love and against war are also demonic accordfing to some
then what is Holy according to YOU
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

our Catholic Church is not demonic, only the ones in it that are counterfeit and are destroying this
from the inside out.
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Whomever can see into this knows the game the evil one is playing.
What a gem satan is displaying before THE Father and Creator of all, The TRUE CHURCH OF
GOD, all but destroyed from within....except the sacraments. The pillars of Faith...
Quoting: Angel Helper

Hi Angel Helper. You should check the other thread I just posted in and what they are saying
about the Holy Eucharist

horrific..

Serenity777
User ID: 1129812
United States
11/18/2012 11:04 AM

Look its no big problem. If you dont believe thats fine. I really do understand it its no big problem.
I do believe because I saw , I was in the dream.
I was also told a name I didnt know. The only reason I remembered it was because it reminded
me of some washing up powder my mom used to use but with a U..lol
I have had other dreams, that is what I meant by tip of the iceberg..some posted here others not. I
will not be posting more. I will keep the info to myself and act accordingly.
This I had to post because I felt impelled to.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

No...its all cool. Just so you know...I TRULY DON'T BELIEVE in anything you said at all.
But, the sad thing is this...OTHERS DID.
If you truly BELIEVE IN GOD, you wouldn't have taken this direction as your own bible
SPECIFICALLY warns against it.
I have nothing more to say...just know that you altered the beliefs, opinions, and minds of others
based upon falsehoods. That's not going to be looked over as easily as you think on a Universal
level.
Good Day...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 11:05 AM
Day in and day out
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One has to stomach the continuos attacks..the apparitions of the Blessed Mother requesting
repentence, conversion, prayers etc..are demonic according to some
Our Catholic Church is also demonic according to some
Messages of peace and love and against war are also demonic accordfing to some
then what is Holy according to YOU
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

our Catholic Church is not demonic, only the ones in it that are counterfeit and are destroying this
from the inside out.
Whomever can see into this knows the game the evil one is playing.
What a gem satan is displaying before THE Father and Creator of all, The TRUE CHURCH OF
GOD, all but destroyed from within....except the sacraments. The pillars of Faith...
Quoting: Angel Helper

We have to gather together in the coming times..even more united as One in our Church ,it will
protect us through the Grace of God.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 11:06 AM
Thread: The Roman Catholic Church's doctrine of transubstantiation is satanic.
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/18/2012 11:06 AM

One of the great paradoxes of our universe and reality is this:
When we let go of trying to affect an outcome to one in which we desire,
we actually receive the outcome we have been desiring.
So simple, but yet, so many people miss it.
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Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/18/2012 11:08 AM

ANGELS
Lying in wait, but everywhere present.
Always attentive, for a message sent.
Existing of Life and Love that is Pure.
Hearing our pleas, they help find a cure.
For rarely we see, even less so they are heard.
Sometimes in our stillness,
They uncover their true word.
Trust, Stillness, Purity, Love.

Quoting: Orvontonian
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/18/2012 11:09 AM
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Then he raised his left arm and said to me
"look"
and he pointed to the sun
and the sun became black
and he said
"look again"
and I could see the moon
and the moon became red
he said
"tell them"
I dont know what it means
Some sign I think
I know its in the bible it rings a bell. But I dont know what he meant
and after showing me this
he repeated again
tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Keep reposting your dream OP... keep fighting
Let Uriel´s warning enter into everybody´s mind!
Do not worry about all the people here de-railing or hijacking your thread with their stupid egospiritual fight!
Warning was given for those who want to listen!

Quoting: Orvontonian
"And when such an animal-origin being does stand, as countless numbers now do, before God on
Paradise, having ascended from the lowly spheres of space, such an achievement represents the
reality of a spiritual transformation bordering on the limits of supremacy." (Paper 11: Section 9)
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Brother in Christ
To God be the glory forever!
User ID: 1184364
United States
11/18/2012 11:10 AM

Day in and day out
One has to stomach the continuos attacks..the apparitions of the Blessed Mother requesting
repentence, conversion, prayers etc..are demonic according to some
Our Catholic Church is also demonic according to some
Messages of peace and love and against war are also demonic accordfing to some
then what is Holy according to YOU
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

our Catholic Church is not demonic, only the ones in it that are counterfeit and are destroying this
from the inside out.
Whomever can see into this knows the game the evil one is playing.
What a gem satan is displaying before THE Father and Creator of all, The TRUE CHURCH OF
GOD, all but destroyed from within....except the sacraments. The pillars of Faith...
Quoting: Angel Helper

the true church of God is the body of believers, not a building or an organization
Quoting: Salt

So very true Salt...and even though Christ himself came and lived as a poor person "earthly poor",
the heads of these "organizations" live as kings, with crowns and scepters, adorned with gold and
gems while sitting on a throne...in exact opposition to Christ himself.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8131760
United States
11/18/2012 11:28 AM
LISA SHUT THE FUCK UP and STOP WORKING AGAINST CHRIST, FOR THAT IS WHAT YOU
DO. ENOUGH ALREADY.
Quoting: God Loves ALL
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I admire your zeal GLA, she's simply trolling. Either she knows the truth and is purposely working
against the divine order or she's completely blind.
In any event. Try not to throw pearls before swine and keep your wits about you.
Perhaps engage in some non-dogmatic discussion and see how long she can go without quoting
a bible verse. Both her and salt are agents of Choronzon.
Quoting: Cheshire~Cat

Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/18/2012 11:29 AM

Day in and day out
One has to stomach the continuos attacks..the apparitions of the Blessed Mother requesting
repentence, conversion, prayers etc..are demonic according to some
Our Catholic Church is also demonic according to some
Messages of peace and love and against war are also demonic accordfing to some
then what is Holy according to YOU
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

our Catholic Church is not demonic, only the ones in it that are counterfeit and are destroying this
from the inside out.
Whomever can see into this knows the game the evil one is playing.
What a gem satan is displaying before THE Father and Creator of all, The TRUE CHURCH OF
GOD, all but destroyed from within....except the sacraments. The pillars of Faith...
Quoting: Angel Helper

the true church of God is the body of believers, not a building or an organization
Quoting: Salt

So very true Salt...and even though Christ himself came and lived as a poor person "earthly poor",
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the heads of these "organizations" live as kings, with crowns and scepters, adorned with gold and
gems while sitting on a throne...in exact opposition to Christ himself.
Quoting: Brother in Christ

and ruled by the queen of heaven herself........
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 11:31 AM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 11:39 AM
very interesting timing
[link to www.dailystar.com.lb]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 11:40 AM
Thread: Pope Benedict XVI calls on faithful to ignore 21th December 2012 doomsday warnings!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/18/2012 11:41 AM
I totally agree with not believing the 21 Dec Mayan Calendar doomsday date btw.
Brother in Christ
To God be the glory forever!
User ID: 1184364
United States
11/18/2012 11:47 AM

...

our Catholic Church is not demonic, only the ones in it that are counterfeit and are destroying this
from the inside out.
Whomever can see into this knows the game the evil one is playing.
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What a gem satan is displaying before THE Father and Creator of all, The TRUE CHURCH OF
GOD, all but destroyed from within....except the sacraments. The pillars of Faith...
Quoting: Angel Helper

the true church of God is the body of believers, not a building or an organization
Quoting: Salt

So very true Salt...and even though Christ himself came and lived as a poor person "earthly poor",
the heads of these "organizations" live as kings, with crowns and scepters, adorned with gold and
gems while sitting on a throne...in exact opposition to Christ himself.
Quoting: Brother in Christ

and ruled by the queen of heaven herself........
Quoting: Shamar

I must of missed that in the scripture...can you point me to where it proclaims Mary the queen of
heaven? Or where is says we are to venerate, idolize, pray to any human being?

Love, peace, and blessings in Jesus Christ
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 22847731
United States
11/18/2012 11:49 AM
I totally agree with not believing the 21 Dec Mayan Calendar doomsday date btw.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

do you know how mad i was a camping?.. seriously.. you know how bad camping hurts?..
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8131760
United States
11/18/2012 11:54 AM
The message will be attacked it is inevitable. But please keep it pinned as long as possible. Thank
you
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Indeed. Lisa and Salt have exposed their true nature through their darkness.
I had always suspected they were agents of evil but this is starting to get too blatantly obvious.
Quoting: Cheshire~Cat

no darkness here.
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but, the wrath is towards the lies, not the person.

For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities,
against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly
realms. Ephesians 6:12
Do not confuse my firmness and firm standing against lies against God and His hosts with
bitterness toward an individual.
I wouldn't even be in this thread if i didn't think i could help.
There is no need to burn candles, or use any other method of idolatry to be with or speak to or
hear from God. Just dial direct. Seriously. Anything else just offends God.
Quoting: Salt

Not only is there much darkness in your mind but also in your heart.
I think even the Catholics still use the candle tradition. It's not idolatry (the mere suggestion simply
shows me how fearful you are). It's basically a prayer, if you can squeeze that in your full cup.
You're a troll. An agent of evil. For your sake, I pray you don't take your darkness to the grave.
Quoting: Cheshire~Cat

indeed.
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/18/2012 12:00 PM

Then he raised his left arm and said to me
"look"
and he pointed to the sun
and the sun became black
and he said
"look again"
and I could see the moon
and the moon became red
he said
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"tell them"
I dont know what it means
Some sign I think
I know its in the bible it rings a bell. But I dont know what he meant
and after showing me this
he repeated again
tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Keep reposting your dream OP... keep fighting
Let Uriel´s warning enter into everybody´s mind!
Do not worry about all the people here de-railing or hijacking your thread with their stupid egospiritual fight!
Warning was given for those who want to listen!

Quoting: Orvontonian

"It is through you that your world will look for guidance when the walls of illusion come
crashing down.
It is through you that those who fear will be comforted when they see the calm in your
souls in the midst of the chaos.
It is through you that the lost will see the shining beacon of hope and will move closer to
the light.
It is through you that the ignorant will learn about the divine plan and will, for the first time,
discover the peace within that surpasses all understanding.
It is through you that your world will be transformed into the jewel of the universe because
of your loyalty to the Trinity, to Jesus Christ, and to the Avonal Son."
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